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Abstract
Personality Recognition For Deception Detection
by
Guozhen An
Advisor: Professor Rivka Levitan
Personality aims at capturing stable individual characteristics, typically measurable in
quantitative terms, that explain and predict observable behavioral differences (Matthews
et al. (2003)). Finding consistent individual differences between humans is the main reason
for the interest in this task within computing and human machine interaction. Therefore,
personality analysis will be a useful cue to analyze interpersonal differences in different hu-
man activity. A commonly used model of personality is the NEO-FFI five factor model
of personality traits, also known as the Big Five: Openness to Experience (having wide
interests, imaginative, insightful), Conscientiousness (organized, thorough, a planner), Ex-
troversion (talkative, energetic, assertive), Agreeableness (sympathetic, kind, affectionate),
and Neuroticism (tense, moody, anxious) (Costa and MacCrae (1992)).
Personality has been proved to be very useful in many life outcomes, and there has been
huge interests on predicting personality automatically. Previously, there are tremendous
amount of approaches successfully predicting personality. However, most previous research
on personality detection has used personality scores assigned by annotators based solely on
the text or audio clip, and Mairesse and Walker (2006b) found that predicting self-reported
personality is a much more difficult task than predicting observer-report personality. In our
study, we will demonstrate how to accurately detect self-reported personality from speech
using various technique include feature engineering and machine learning algorithms.
Individual speaker differences such as personality play an important role in deception
v
detection, adding considerably to its difficulty. Enos et al. (2006) also found that judges with
different personalities perform differently when they detect deceit. We therefore hypothesize
that personality scores may provide useful information to a deception classifier, helping to
account for interpersonal differences in verbal and deceptive behavior.
In final step of this study, we focus upon the personality differences between deceivers as
well as their common characteristics. We helped collect within- and cross-cultural data to
train new automatic procedures to identify deceptive behavior in American and Mandarin
speakers. We examined whether personality recognition can help to predict individual differ-
ences in deceivers behavior. Therefore, we embedded personality recognition classifier into
the deception classifier using deep neural network to improve the performance of deception
detection.
In this research, there will be five main contributions:
1. We trained standard machine learning models to predict self-reported personality
scores, then compared the performance of various feature sets.
2. We built the first model that combines lexical and acoustic features in a deep neural
network for personality recognition, and evaluated different architectures for combining
modalities.
3. We showed that intergroup variability harms recognition performance and compare the
utility of common strategies for mitigating it.
4. We demonstrated that including gender and native language prediction improves per-
formance of personality recognition.
5. We finally showed that incorporating personality recognition into a deception classifier
improves performance.
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Personality psychology is the modern answer to such an ancient question: “What is the
personality?” As a construct, personality aims at capturing stable individual characteristics,
typically measurable in quantitative terms, that explain and predict observable behavioral
differences (Matthews et al. (2003)). Finding consistent individual differences between hu-
mans is the main reason for the interest in this task within computing and human machine
interaction. Therefore, personality analysis will be a useful cue to analyze interpersonal
differences in different human activity. For doing the personality analysis, we need to first
detect the personality accurately in order to do further process.
Personality in computing is similar to any other affective computing topic; understand-
ing, predicting, and synthesizing human behavior are the main goals of the research. The
main problems of the computational personality area are automatic personality recognition,
automatic personality perception and automatic personality synthesis regardless of data and
methodology. The difference among them is that automatic personality recognition is the
recognition of the true personality of an individual, automatic personality perception is the
prediction of the personality others attribute to a given individual, and automatic personality
synthesis is the generation of artificial personalities through embodying agents. (Vinciarelli
2
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and Mohammadi (2014))
Previous research in personality prediction has mainly involved predicting personality
as labeled by outsiders, usually judges who were strangers to the speakers. While this
is considered a valid way to assess an individual’s personality as perceived by others, it
can have little relationship to a speaker’s true personality, especially since the judges have
never met them. This thesis focuses on automatic personality recognition, specifically in the
context of deceptive speech, attempting to recognize true rather than perceived personality
for the greatest utility for mitigating individual differences for deception detection. A major
contribution of this work is analysis of self-reported personality scores, which we hypothesize
will have more relevance to deception detection.
In recent year, there are many successful approaches for personality recognition include
feature engineering (Pohjalainen et al. (2012); Chastagnol and Devillers (2012); Ivanov and
Chen (2012); Montacié and Caraty (2012); Sanchez et al. (2012); Attabi and Dumouchel
(2012); Audhkhasi et al. (2012); Buisman and Postma (2012); Wagner et al. (2012); Mairesse
et al. (2007)), machine learning and deep learning (Majumder et al. (2017); Tandera et al.
(2017); Siddique and Fung (2017)).
In this thesis, we first train standard machine learning models to predict self-reported
personality scores, and compare the performance of various feature sets. Next, we build the
first model that combines lexical and acoustic features in a deep neural network for personal-
ity recognition, and evaluate different architectures for combining modalities. Then, we show
that intergroup variability harms recognition performance and compare the utility of com-
mon strategies for mitigating it. Finally, we demonstrate that including gender and native
language prediction improves personality recognition. In addition to personality recognition,
we also explore a set of experiments to incorporate personality to deception detection, and
show that personality information can improve deception detection performance.
Personality can play an important role in deception detection, and we believe that per-
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sonality recognition is a key to solving the main problem of the deception challenge, interper-
sonal differences in deception behavior. Psychologists state that there are large individual
differences in peoples behavior such as lying (DePaulo and Friedman (1998)). Research has
also found that judges with different personalities perform differently when they detect de-
ceit (Enos et al. (2006)). In the process of identifying common characteristics of American
deceivers, Enos et al. (2007) also noticed some differences that human judges accuracy in
judging deception could be predicted from their scores on simple personality tests. There-
fore, we hypothesize that personality tests may also provide useful information in predicting
individual differences in deceptive behavior of the speakers they judged. Furthermore, per-
sonality analysis will be a useful cue to analyze interpersonal differences in different lying
styles. Accurately detecting an individual’s personality is a crucial first step in this kind of
analysis.
In final step of this study, we focus upon the personality differences between deceivers as
well as their common characteristics. We helped collect within- and cross-cultural data to
train new automatic procedures to identify deceptive behavior in American and Mandarin
speakers. We examined whether personality recognition can help to predict individual differ-
ences in deceivers behavior. Therefore, we embedded personality recognition classifier into
the deception classifier using deep neural network to improve the performance of deception
detection.
In the Part I of this dissertation, we describe previous work and other preliminaries, and
then introduce the CXD corpus in detail. In the Part II, we present traditional machine
learning approach and deep learning approach for personality recognition. In the Part III,
we report the analyses on intergroup variability on personality recognition, then demonstrate
that the language and gender information can improve performance of personality recogni-
tion. In the Part IV, we build a model that incorporate the personality recognition classifier
into deception classifier to improve performance of deception detection. Finally, we conclude
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
and discuss future research directions in the Part V.
Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we review the literature in two main field and relative dataset in these field.
The first topic is personality psychology, we addressed some existing work for personality
recognition, and also mentioned the potential relation between personality and deception.
After this, we survey some previous findings from deception detection task. Finally, we
discuss some well known datasets existing in these field.
2.1 Personality Psychology
Personality as a psychological construct aims to capture stable individual characteristics,
typically measurable in quantitative terms, that explain and predict observable behavioral
differences. (Matthews et al. (2003)) Finding consistent individual differences between hu-
mans is the main reason for the interest in this task within computing and human machine
interaction (Vinciarelli and Mohammadi (2014)).
By definition, personality refers to individual differences in characteristic patterns of
thinking, feeling and behaving (Kazdin (2000)). A commonly used model of personal-
ity is the NEO-FFI five factor model of personality traits (Norman (1963); McCrae and
6
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Costa Jr (1999)), also known as the Big Five: Openness to Experience (having wide interests,
imaginative, insightful), Conscientiousness (organized, thorough, a planner), Extroversion
(talkative, energetic, assertive), Agreeableness (sympathetic, kind, affectionate), and Neu-
roticism (tense, moody, anxious) (OCEAN) (Costa and MacCrae (1992)). These traits were
originally identified by several researchers working independently (Digman (1990)) and the
model has been employed to characterize personality in multiple cultures (McCrae (2001)).
Their definitions, included verbatim from (Norman (1963)) for clarity and precision, are as
follows: “Openness to Experience is designed to capture imagination, aesthetic sensitivity,
and intellectual curiosity. Artistic, curious, imaginative, insightful, original, wide interests,
etc. Conscientiousness addresses individual differences in the realm of self-control. Efficient,
organized, planful, reliable, responsible, through, etc. Extraversion is intended to capture
an individuals proclivity for interpersonal interactions, and describes variation in sociabil-
ity. Active, assertive, energetic, outgoing, talkative, etc. Agreeableness is a measure of a
class of interpersonal tendencies, and its meaning is slightly unintuitive when compared to
the usage of agreeableness in common parlance. Appreciative, kind, generous, forgiving,
sympathetic, trusting, etc. Neuroticism contrasts emotional stability with maladjustment.
Anxious, self-pitying, tense, touchy, unstable, worrying, etc.” Many approaches used the
five factor model to measure personality. The big five or five factor model (Norman (1963))
is the dominant paradigm in personality research, and one of the most influential models in
all of psychology. (McCrae and Costa Jr (1999))
Big Five traits have been found to predict many life outcomes, including academic (Nof-
tle and Robins (2007)) and occupational (Barrick and Mount (1991)) success, interpersonal
relationships (Donnellan et al. (2004); Prinzie et al. (2009)), and health outcomes (Soldz
and Vaillant (1999)). Personality recognition also has potential uses in many applications.
Recommendation systems (e.g. travel (Gretzel et al. (2004)), music (Hu and Pu (2010))) can
be customized for specific personalities. Personality recognition can also inform matching al-
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gorithms for dating applications (Kelly and Conley (1987)). Dialogue systems too can adapt
to users’ personalities, and this adaptation has been found to be preferred by users (Nass
and Lee (2001)). Automatic methods for natural language generation with personality traits
have also been developed and evaluated (Mairesse and Walker (2007)).
2.2 Personality Recognition: Prior work
This section discusses several common approaches to personality recognition. For the text
based personality recognition, we will review Mairesse’s paper (Mairesse and Walker (2006a,b);
Mairesse et al. (2007)), which used lexical and prosodic analysis of personality recogni-
tion which performed well. Then, we will briefly go over various approaches based on the
voice channel from the Interspeech 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge (Pohjalainen et al. (2012);
Chastagnol and Devillers (2012); Ivanov and Chen (2012); Montacié and Caraty (2012);
Sanchez et al. (2012); Attabi and Dumouchel (2012); Audhkhasi et al. (2012); Buisman and
Postma (2012); Wagner et al. (2012)). Finally, we will review more recent deep learning ap-
proaches for personality recognition (Majumder et al. (2017); Tandera et al. (2017); Siddique
and Fung (2017)).
2.2.1 Text based Personality Recognition
Psycholinguistics show that the choice of words is not only driven by the meaning of the
words, but also by psychological conditions, such as emotion, personality and relational
attitude. Therefore, it is possible to detect personalities through text analyses associated
with psycholinguistic techniques. For lexical analysis for personality recognition, a lot of
approaches used several very fundamental and widely known techniques which we will also
mention in this section, such as counts and percentages based on LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count Pennebaker et al. (1997)), n-grams and parts of speech. Moreover, the
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MRC psycholinguistic database (Coltheart (1981)), which contains approximately 150,000
psychologically meaningful words, has often been used for lexical analysis of personality.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) is a text analysis software program designed
by James W. Pennebaker, Roger J. Booth, and Martha E. Francis (Pennebaker et al. (2001)).
LIWC calculates the degree to which people use different categories of words, and can de-
termine the degree any text uses positive or negative emotions, self-references, causal words,
and 70 other language dimensions. LIWC is good at detecting the psychological proper-
ties. A lot of research (Mairesse and Walker (2006a,b); Mairesse et al. (2007); Farnadi et al.
(2013); Mohammad and Kiritchenko (2013)) has used LIWC to study the various emotional,
cognitive, structural, and process components present in individuals’ verbal and written com-
munication. Thus, for personality recognition, LIWC is often used for detecting emotional
and cognitive changes from verbal content.
Another popular language model used by many people for personality recognition is
inspection of N-gram. An N-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sequence
of text or speech. Usually many approaches use the N-gram with various machine learning
algorithms to recognize personality, Verhoeven et al. (2013); Alam et al. (2013); Iacobelli and
Culotta (2013) use N-gram to train the Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression and SVM classifiers,
most of which have performed efficiently on lexical analysis for personality recognition.
Part-of-speech (POS) tags are a shallow representation of the syntax of an utterance.
Part-of-speech tagging is the process of marking up a word in a text (corpus) as corresponding
to a particular part of speech, based on both its definition, as well as its context i.e.
relationship with adjacent and related words in a phrase, sentence, or paragraph. Markovikj
et al. (2013) used the POS tag technique to extract some features for personality recognition,
and the performance is also quite significant.
Mairesse and Walker (2006a) used a combination of LIWC, MRC, utterance type fea-
tures and some prosodic features as their base feature set. They extracted a set of linguistic
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features of essay and conversation transcripts with 88 word categories from LIWC, and cal-
culated the ratio of the words in each category motivated by the correlation between those
features with the Big Five dimensions of personality (Pennebaker and King (1999)). Next,
they also extracted 14 additional features by averaging word feature counts from the MRC
Psycholinguistic database Coltheart (1981), which contains 150,000 words. Then, utterance
type features were introduced; they used parse tree to tag each utterance as a command,
prompt, question and assertion. In total, 4 utterance type features were added to final
feature sets. At last, they added 11 prosodic features computed by Praat characterizing
the voices pitch, intensity, and speech rate. Finally, they trained the personality model by
using RankBoost for each big five trait, and they found that LIWC is the most useful fea-
ture for most dimensions except neuroticism, on other hand, MRC performed outstandingly
well on neuroticism but not for other dimensions; prosodic features were valuable in pre-
dicting extraversion by themselves; the utterance type features did not perform well on any
dimension.
In another paper from Mairesse and Walker (2006b), they used an exact same feature
set, but the Weka toolkit was used to train and evaluate the different statistical models
such as linear regression, regression tree, decision tree, Naive Bayes, and SVM. Finally,
they found a linear regression perform poorly on every dimension, regression tree worked
best for extraversion, Naive Bayes improved the prediction of extraversion, neuroticism,
conscientiousness, however, nothing performed better regarding openness and agreeableness
dimensions.
In Mairesse et al. (2007), they trained regression model using essay data, and found that
LIWC features performed better than other feature sets in most personality traits except
extraversion. They also trained self-reported and observer-reported personality models inde-
pendently, and observer-reported models outperformed corresponding self-reported models
in every case, with none of the self-reported models even outperforming the baseline in con-
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versational data. Their findings suggest that self-reported personality is much more difficult
to predict than observer-reported personality.
2.2.2 Speech based Personality Recognition
The Interspeech 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge (Schuller et al. (2012)) has led to the first
rigorous comparison of different approaches over the same data and using the same exper-
imental protocol. A large number of features and machine learning approaches have been
proposed, and the results of the speaker trait challenge show that no particular approach is
clearly outperforms than the others. Each approach has a dimension which it performs well
and poorly in. Therefore, there is no one best strategy which works for every dimension. In
general, it is a better choice to develop model for each personality trait separately instead
of doing them together.
The corpus used in this challenge includes 640 speech clips in French which were 10
seconds for each, and there were total 322 subjects. The number of judges for each clip
was 11, each judge listened to all the clips, and completed a personality questionnaire and
calculated a score for the Big-five dimensions.
The challenge organizer gave all participants a baseline feature set with the performance
result for this feature set as the start point, and they also released the train, dev and test data
without the personality rating for test data, and they only provide the performance of the test
data at final submission. The baseline feature set is 6125 low-level features and functional
descriptors extracted using openSMILE (Eyben et al. (2010)), and the performance measure
was the unweighted average recall (UAR).
A variety of features and classification method were introduced and compared in the
course of this challenge. The most commonly used method is feature reduction, since the
challenge baseline used 6125 features. The feature reduction method worked well for some of
them, but many suffered from overfitting: some of the approaches achieved very impressive
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results on dev set, but when it came to the test set, the performance was disappointing (Table
2.1). Regarding which features were found useful overall, prosodic features perform well on
personality recognition as with other affective computing, such as emotion recognition, and
surprisingly the lexical features derived from speech worked well on personality recognition
also.
Two of the papers submitted to this challenge worked on feature selection methods. The
first one (Pohjalainen et al. (2012)) started work from the challenge baseline feature set, and
minimized the challenge feature set until to achieve a satisfactory performance with Gaus-
sian Mixture models. They used a set covering framework to select the minimum number of
features, and also selected the features with mutual information with respect to the person-
ality trait. The best performance of this approach was 79.7%(UAR) on conscientiousness
dimension, and this approach only improved the openness by 2% compared to the challenge
baseline, but decreased the performance on all other dimensions of test set.
The next feature selection approach is the Sequential Floating Forward Search (Chastag-
nol and Devillers (2012)), they applied this method to the challenge baseline feature set. The
Sequential Floating Forward Search(SFFS) is a combination of Sequential Forward Search
(SFS) and Sequential Backward Search (SBS), SFS tries to add a feature to an existing well
performing feature subset to increase the performance, and SBS tries to remove a feature
from a subset without decreasing the performance. After feature reduction, the selected
feature set is trained by Support Vector Machine, and the system performed well on dev set,
it increased the performance about 8-14% for different dimensions. However, for the test set,
the performance only improved 5% for the agreeableness dimension, but decreased for other
dimensions. The obvious reason for this is the model was over trained by the development
set. Therefore, it performed worse for the test set.
There are two papers mainly concentrated on prosody features. The first approach (Montacié
and Caraty (2012)) added pitch and intonation features to challenge baseline feature set.
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First, they extracted more pitch features by using OpenSmile combined with SHS algorithm
and Viterbi smoothing besides baseline features, total of 365 more pitch features were ex-
tracted (97 LLD from F0 and delta F0 features, and 268 LLD from pitch except F0 and
delta F0). Then they used MOMEL (MOdelling Melody) and INTSINT (INternational
Transcription System for INTonation) software (Hirst (2007)) to analyze and generate into-
nation patterns from pitch features, there were 34 intonation features extracted in this step.
Then they used support vector machines to train the features, and they found that pitch
is useful for this task, but not the intonation (contour stylization of pitch curve). In the
second approach (Sanchez et al. (2012)), they extracted prosodic features including several
statistics of pitch and energy, such as mean, maximum, minimum, etc. Then they also added
the prosodic polynomial coefficient features and Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients. After
applying feature reduction to the challenge baseline feature set, they used SVM to train the
model by using the combined feature sets of reduced features, prosodic and MFCC. Finally,
the system improved 9% for openness, 5% for extraversion, 3% for neuroticism, and there
were no improvements on conscientiousness and agreeableness.
There are several other approaches in this challenge focusing on another aspect of speech
such as classification algorithm and text analysis through ASR system. The one (Audhkhasi
et al. (2012)) from USC SAIL is the most interesting approach for this task among them.
They used an automatic speech recognition system to get the lexical content of the corpus,
and applied LIWC to obtain the lexical features at first. Then they also added some prosodic
features such as rate, duration of words, characters, phonemes, fillers, silence, filled pause,
breathiness and laughter. Finally they used Bayesian Networks to train the model, and the
system improved the baseline about 3% on average by using the dev set, and they did not
provide the result of the test set.
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Table 2.1: Personality Recognition Result From Interspeech 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge
Model O C E A N
Pohjalainen et al. (2012) 72.3 75.8 85.8 72.1 74.8
Chastagnol and Devillers (2012) 74.1 84 91.8 78 75.8
Ivanov and Chen (2012) 76 75.4 85.8 72.7 76
Sanchez et al. (2012) 69.3 74.9 85.8 67.7 71.4
Attabi and Dumouchel (2012) 70.9 74.5 85.3 70.7 71.4
Audhkhasi et al. (2012) 67.6 74.3 83.6 70.3 71.2
Wagner et al. (2012) 62.6 75.8 83.6 63 71.4
2.2.3 Deep Learning for Personality Recognition
Most approaches to personality recognition have used traditional machine learning algo-
rithms such as Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes. Recently, several studies have
applied deep learning, which has achieved groundbreaking results in many areas, to the task
of personality recognition. Table 2.2 shows performance comparison of recent papers using
DNN.
Majumder et al. (2017) used convolutional filters to aggregate word vectors into sen-
tence vectors, and used those features together with the features used by Mairesse et al.
(2007) in a multilayer perception (MLP) to predict self-reported personality labels on a
stream-of-consciousness essay dataset (Pennebaker and King (1999)), achieving an average
of approximately 59% accuracy on the Big Five personality traits, using different configu-
rations to achieve the best results for each trait. Tandera et al. (2017) used a multilayer
perception on the myPersonality dataset (Kosinski et al. (2015)) with GloVe word embed-
dings (Pennington et al. (2014)). They achieved approximately 71% average accuracy on
all traits, performing as high as 79% on Openness and Neuroticism. Finally, Siddique and
Fung (2017) built a classifier for personality recognition using a convolutional neural network
(CNN) with bilingual word embeddings, also on the myPersonality data, with approximately
63% average accuracy.
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2.3 Personality Label
We believe that self-reported personality is important to model, as this has been shown
to be valid in many experiments (e.g. retest reliability, correlation with life outcomes).
Mairesse and Walker (2006b) showed that predicting self-reported personality is a much more
difficult task than predicting observer-report. Their results indicate that observer reports
are easier to predict — they achieved good results with models of observed personality but
no results above baseline with models of self-reported personality. Our work can be viewed
as a continuation of the groundwork laid by Mairesse et al. (2007). We will similarly explore
both prosodic and lexical features, but we will use an expanded acoustic-prosodic feature set,
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and we add the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) feature set (Whissell et al. (1986))
which has not been previously used for personality recognition. While the previous work
mentioned above classified personality traits by binning scores into high and low for each
trait, using the median, mean, or top/bottom third as a threshold, we use the thresholds
provided in Locke (2015) to label the NEO scores as “High” (HI), “Medium” (ME) or “Low”
(LO) for each dimension. These thresholds are determined by population norms from a large
sample of administered NEO-FFI, and are different for males and females. Table 2.3 shows
the mapping of numeric NEO scores to the three categorical labels. We use this labeling
threshold in Chapter 4 and Chapter 6.
Table 2.3: Personality mapping from a continuous scale to High, Medium, and Low.
Trait Gender LO ME HI
O Male < 23 23 =<,<= 30 > 30
Female < 23 23 =<,<= 30 > 30
C Male < 30 30 =<,<= 37 > 37
Female < 32 32 =<,<= 38 > 38
E Male < 24 24 =<,<= 30 > 30
Female < 25 25 =<,<= 31 > 31
A Male < 29 29 =<,<= 35 > 35
Female < 31 31 =<,<= 36 > 36
N Male < 13 13 =<,<= 21 > 21
Female < 16 16 =<,<= 25 > 25
2.4 Personality Dataset
Not surprisingly, data plays a significant role in personality computing as well for deception
research, and there are many different datasets designed specifically for research in person-
ality recognition. However, there is no widely accepted benchmark for comparing different
approaches. One widely used dataset is the SSPNet Speaker Personality Corpus, which was
used in the “Interspeech 2012 Speaker Trait Challenge” (Schuller et al. (2012)). However,
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the corpus’s personality labels were observer reports rather than self reports. That is, judges
who were not familiar with the speakers listened to the audio clips and labeled them with
scores for each of the big five traits. Although ratings by observers who know the subject
well are considered valid in personality research, ratings by strangers have been shown to
correlate only weakly with self reports, and have moderate to weak internal consistency (as
measured by Cronbach’s alpha) (Borkenau and Liebler (1992)). We focus instead on the
prediction of self-reported NEO-FFI scores, which are considered more valid indicators of a
person’s true personality. This is a much more difficult task than predicting stranger rat-
ings, which are based only on the speech samples, and necessarily contain all the information
needed for the prediction.
2.5 Personality Recognition for Deception Detection
Personality can play an important role in deception detection. Vrij et al. (2010) states that
one of major difficulties of deception detection is interpersonal difference, and we hypothesize
that personality recognition is integral to solving this difficulty. DePaulo and Friedman
(1998) state that there are large individual differences in peoples behavior such as lying.
They also found that judges with different personalities perform differently when they detect
deceit (Enos et al. (2006)). Therefore, we can hypothesize that personality tests may also
provide useful information in predicting individual differences in the deceptive behavior of
the speakers they judged. Furthermore, personality analysis will be a useful cue for analyzing
interpersonal differences in different lying styles.
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2.6 Deception Detection: Prior Work
Deception is an act or statement intended to make others believe something that the speaker
does not believe to be entirely true. Unintentional behavior that leads to an untrue belief,
such as honest mistakes or misremembering, is not considered to be deception. In recent
years, detecting deception has became a huge point of interest for many different fields of
research, such as business, jurisprudence, law enforcement, and national security. Deception
and its detection are complicated psychological behaviors related to cognitive processes and
mental activity. Therefore, this topic also holds a significant interest in psychology (Seiter
et al. (2002); Granhag and Strömwall (2004); Bassett et al. (2007); Guerrero et al. (2013)).
While many techniques and technologies for deception detection have been proposed, there
have been few successes, in part because of a lack of rigorous, objective testing, and in part
because deception detection efforts have focused more upon identifying potential weapons
instead of the people who intend to use them. Most of the studies in the literature on
deceptive behavior have looked at human perception and analyzed deceptive cues.
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in automatically detecting deceptive
behavior, particular from law enforcement and government agencies. In order to overcome
above difficulties, there have been many techniques to detect deception developed. Some of
them have demonstrated success at detecting deception using either verbal and non-verbal
cues, such as body movement (Ekman and Friesen (1974); Ekman et al. (1991); Sebanz and
Shiffrar (2009)), eye gaze (Freire et al. (2004)), cognitive load (Vrij et al. (2008a,b)), facial
expression (Feldman et al. (1979)), and brain imaging (Kozel et al. (2005)) to measure non-
verbal cues; pitch, accent (Streeter et al. (1977)), energy, lexical, statement analysis (Landry
and Brigham (1992)) for verbal cues. The polygraph is a typical example for detecting
deception by measuring non-verbal cues with specific equipment (Rosenfeld (1995)). In
2003, National Academies of Science state that polygraph testing can detect deception above
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Table 2.4: Experimental Results on Deception Detection.
Group Subjects Accuracy
Teachers 20 70 %
Social workers 20 66.25 %
Criminals 52 65.40 %
Secret service agents 34 64.12 %
Psychologists 508 61.56 %
Judges 194 59.01 %
Police officers 511 55.16 %
Customs officers 123 55.30 %
Federal officers 341 54.54 %
Students 8876 54.20 %
Detectives 341 51.16 %
Parole officers 32 40.42 %
Total 11052 54.50 %
chance, though below perfection (on National Statistics et al. (2003)).
2.6.1 Human Performance of Deception Detection
The table 2.4 shows the results of a recent meta-analysis (Aamodt and Custer (2006)) includ-
ing 108 studies that represent the deception detection ability of deception detection from
different types of individuals. The result shows that even performance of professionals is
not very accurate. Surprisingly, the highest performance is from the group of teachers. It
maybe that teachers have a lot experience of deception detection during the school life, and
it improves the skill of detecting deception for them. The average performance for normal
people is about chance, and it explains how difficult is the deception detection for people.
2.6.2 Difficulties of Deception Detection
There are several major problems in detecting deception. Firstly, there is huge individual
variation among how people lie (interpersonal difference). For example, some people raise
their pitch when lying, while some lower it significantly; some laugh when deceiving, while
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others laugh more while telling the truth. Secondly, the differences between truth telling and
lying are typically small for a particular individual (intra-personal difference). For example,
both liars and truth tellers exhibit emotional and cognitive changes; recognizing which of
these are indicative of deception can be challenging. A third difficulty for detecting deception
is embedding lies in the truth. When deceiving, people usually tell a lie within some truthful
context, in order to convince other people to trust the lie. The embedded lie is extremely
difficult to catch. For example, if police want to know a mans activity on Tuesday evening,
and he tells the details of what he did on Wednesday evening instead of Tuesday, the police
can not readily detect the deception because the quality and quantity of the details in his
statement are so realistic; only the date is false. Usually lies that are embedded in truthful
statements have very high-quality details associated with credible statements, which lead a
lie detector decide to trust the deceptive statement (Vrij et al. (2010)). A fourth challenge,
from the computer science and broader research perspective, is that there are very few well-
designed deception corpora available for analysis and for developing deception detection
systems. The proposed work will mainly focus on the first difficulty.
2.6.3 Non-Verbal Cues
There is a lot of research on non-verbal cues for deception detection, such as facial expres-
sion (Feldman et al. (1979)), eye gaze (Freire et al. (2004)), body gestures (Ekman and
Friesen (1974); Ekman et al. (1991); Sebanz and Shiffrar (2009)), brain imaging (Kozel et al.
(2005)), and the standard biometric indicators commonly measured by polygraph (Raskin
(1989)). However, eye gaze, facial expression and body gesture analyses are not reliable
methods for identifying deception, and polygraphs are available only at significant expense,
and they are fairly invasive. Vrij (2008b) deception research states that many verbal cues are
more predictive of deceit than non-verbal cues. This paper gives an example of police officers
who typically pay more attention to non-verbal behavior than verbal behavior, because they
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believe that suspects are less able to control their non-verbal than verbal behavior, and non-
verbal cues to deception are more likely to leak through. However, the experiment detailed
in the paper shows that paying attention to non-verbal cues leads to less accurate results
than verbal cues, especially when only visual non-verbal cues are considered. Vrij (2008b)
even states that there is no nonverbal behavior that is uniquely associated with deception.
As previously stated, a specific behavioral indicator of deception does not exist. There are,
however, some nonverbal behaviors that have been found to be correlated with deception.
Vrij (2008b) find that examining a “cluster” of these cues yields a significantly more reliable
indicator of deception than examining a single cue. Therefore, Vrij et al. (2010) recom-
mended that the combination of non-verbal and verbal cues would reach a higher accuracy
for detecting deception.
2.6.4 Verbal Cues
In our research, we will mainly concentrate on verbal cues for deception detection. There are
several reasons to focus on verbal cues. Firstly, it is convenient and more easily portable than
detecting deception via non-verbal cues. In addition, prior research has found that verbal
cues are more predictive and reliable than non verbal cues for deception detection (DePaulo
et al. (2003); Vrij (2008a); Bond and DePaulo (2006); Burgoon et al. (2008); Lindholm
(2008)).
There are a few papers about verbal cues for detecting deception, and usually they fall
into two different categories: text-based and speech-based. These approaches treat deception
detection as a classification problem, where data is collected and annotated for deceptive
status (i.e. truth vs. lie). Then, these labels are used to train a classifier via supervised
learning. Therefore, these approaches have two main stages: feature extraction and learning
method. For feature extraction, there are several major signals: lexical features (Ott et al.
(2011); Feng et al. (2012a,b)), acoustic and prosodic features (Hirschberg et al. (2005);
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Graciarena et al. (2006)), and speech event features (Benus et al. (2006)).
It has been mentioned in previous research (Newman et al. (2003); Qin et al. (2004);
Zhou et al. (2004)) that deceivers usually use different patterns of word usage when they are
lying, therefore lexical analysis is useful to detect deception. In Section 2.2.1, we introduced
several kinds of major techniques for the lexical analysis: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC), Part-of-speech (POS), and N-gram.
Another tool for lexical analysis is the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell
et al. (1986)) which is used for analyzing emotive content of speech. The Dictionary of Affect
in Language lists approximately 4500 English words, a rating for Pleasantness (Evaluation)
and rating for Activation (Arousal) is associated with each word in the Dictionary. Arousal
is a state of heightened activity in both our mind and body that makes us more alert (Berger
(2011)). The difference between DAL and LIWC is that the focus of DAL is narrower than
LIWC, it only addresses the emotional meaning of words. Hirschberg et al. (2005) used DAL
to distinguish the different emotional state between deceptive and truthful speech.
For the speech based deception detection, acoustic and prosodic features are used very
often to identify the differences between deceptive and truthful speech, because pitch, energy,
speaking rate and other stylistic factors may vary when speakers deceive (DePaulo et al.
(2003)). Hirschberg et al. (2005); Graciarena et al. (2006) used the same acoustic and
prosodic features for their experiment in different training methods.
In the literature, speech events such as filled pauses and laughter are important to distin-
guish the interpersonal differences on communication behavior (Bortfeld et al. (2001); Clark
(1994)). Therefore, speech event features are also a useful predictor of deception in speech.
In Benus et al. (2006), they investigated the relationship between filled pauses and deception.
Table 2.5 contains the result of speech based deception detection system from following
paper (Newman et al. (2003); Hirschberg et al. (2005); Graciarena et al. (2006); Benus et al.
(2006); Enos et al. (2007); Mendels et al. (2017)). From this, we can observe that the
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performance state-of-art deception detection system is about 64-70%, and it is almost close
or even better than the best human performance for deception detection task. But we think
there is still chance for improving the system to reach higher performance. Because the
state-of the art approach have not yet considered personal difference such as personality,
and cultural differences. Personal difference is the one of the most difficult challenges for
detecting deception. If we can have some successes in this part, we believe there will be a
lot of improvement in deception detection performance. And we showed our hypothesis is
correct in Chapter 8.
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2.6.5 Deception Dataset
One of biggest limitations of deception research is that there are few carefully annotated
data sets available which are accurate and well designed. Generally, it is difficult to obtain
deceptive data with annotation in real life, thus many researchers design their own deceptive
datasets by hiring subjects to act in a deceptive manner. The Columbia SRI Colorado
corpus Hirschberg et al. (2005) is a useful speech-based corpus built in this manner, and the
Tripadviser dataset Ott et al. (2011) is another deceptive dataset which is text based.
In order to develop an effective deception detection system, we first need to obtain high
quality deceptive data. Usually, researchers obtain these deceptive data by hiring people
to deceive in an experiment, but the more realistic the data is, the more useful system we
can expect in real life. Compared to the experimental data, in real life, we may not get
the correct annotation for the spontaneous speech at most time, because there is no way
to get the ground truth for spontaneous speech for most of the time. This means we also
can not obtain the performance of our system accurately, and it is difficult to improve the
system for future use. So if our experimental data is closer to the real life data, then we can
train a better system which is more suitable for real life situations. Chapter 3 describes the
corpus used in this work, which was collected by Columbia University with our cooperation,




In this chapter, the Columbia X-Cultural Deception (CXD) Corpus collection was described
in detail. First, we explain the data design and recording part. Then, the annotation and
segmentation part was addressed in detail. I mainly helped annotation and segmentation
process during the data collection.
3.1 Data Design and Recording
To investigate questions of individual and cross-cultural similarities and differences in decep-
tion perception and production, a large corpus of within-subject deceptive and non-deceptive
speech was collected from native speakers of Standard American English (SAE) and Man-
darin Chinese (MC), both speaking in English. The corpus is balanced for ethnicity (native
language) and gender. The balanced corpus includes data from 178 subject pairs, constitut-
ing more than 150 hours of speech. To our knowledge, this is by far the largest corpus of
cleanly recorded deceptive and non-deceptive speech collected and transcribed, with known
truth/lie distinctions.
A form of the ‘fake resume’ paradigm was employed in which elicit true and false bi-
25
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ographical information from subjects to serve as ground truth. Subjects are separately
informed that they will play a lying game with another subject, in which they will alternate
between interviewing their partner and being interviewed themselves about answers to a set
of 24 biographical questions. As interviewees, they should try to convince their interviewer
that everything they say is true. As interviewers, they should try to identify when the in-
terviewee is lying and when they are telling the truth. To motivate them, they are told that
their compensation depends on their ability to deceive while being interviewed, and to judge
truth and lie correctly while interviewing. As interviewer, they receive $1 each time they
correctly identify an interviewees answer as either lie or truth and lose $1 for each incorrect
judgment. As interviewee, they earn $1 each time their lie is judged to be true, and lose $1
each time their lie is correctly judged to be a lie by the interviewer.
Subjects are then asked to complete a 24-item biographical questionnaire truthfully. In
addition to their true answers, they are told to create a false answer for half of the questions
as indicated on their answer sheet. They are given guidelines in preparing false answers
that differ sufficiently from truth, to ensure that lying will not be too easy. For example,
for the question “Where were you born,” the false answer must be a place that the subject
has never visited, a false answer to “What is your fathers occupation” must be different
from their mothers true occupation, and so on. An experimenter checks the false answers
to make sure subjects follow the guidelines. Next, each subject completes the NEO-FFI
personality inventory (Costa and MacCrae (1992)), which is described below. While one
subject is completing their NEO-FFI inventory, a 3-4 minutes baseline sample of speech
was collected from the other subject for use in speaker normalization. The experimenter
elicits natural speech by asking the subject open-ended questions (e.g., “What do you like
best/worst about living in NYC?”). Subjects are instructed to be truthful during this part
of the experiment. Once both subjects have completed all the questionnaires and baseline
samples of speech have been collected, the lying game begins.
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For recording purposes, subjects are seated across from each other in a double-walled
sound-proof booth, separated by a curtain so that there is no visual contact (Figure 3.1);
this is necessary since our focus is on spoken and not visual cues. There are two parts to each
session. During the first half, one subject acts as the interviewer while the other answers the
biographical questions, lying for half and telling the truth for the other half, based on the
modified questionnaire. In the second part of the session, roles are reversed. Each subject
is recorded on a separate channel using Crown CM311A Differoid head-worn close-talking
microphones and a TASCAM HD-P2 High Resolution stereo recorder.
Figure 3.1: Interviewing subject.
The interviewer is able to ask the biographical questions in any order she/he chooses,
and is encouraged to ask follow-up questions to help determine the truth of the interviewees
answers. For each question, the interviewer records his/her judgment, along with a confidence
score from 1-5. As the interviewee answers the questions, she/he presses a T or F key on a
keyboard (which the interviewer cannot see) for each phrase, logging each segment of speech
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as true or false. Thus, while the biographical questionnaire provides the global truth value for
the answer to the question asked, the key log provides the local truth value for each phrase,
which is automatically aligned with each speech segment. At the end of the experiment,
subjects complete a brief questionnaire, which includes additional confidence questions. The
NEO-FFI personality assessment given to subjects (Costa and MacCrae (1992)) is based on
the five-factor model of personality, an empirically-derived and comprehensive taxonomy of
personality traits. It was developed by applying factor analysis to thousands of descriptive
terms found in a standard English dictionary.
Figure 3.2: Data collection process.
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3.2 Annotation and Segmentation
For purposes of analysis the corpus has been manually transcribed using a crowdsourcing
approach. Multiple hand transcriptions are then compared and sometimes corrected in
the lab to produce a gold standard transcript. This transcript is then aligned with the
truth/lie information collected from subjects and with the speech signal. The resulting
aligned material is then segmented into prosodic phrase units so that true/false labels can
be classified according to the acoustic-prosodic and lexical information they contain.
3.2.1 Transcript and Aligning
The speech data was collected as two channels of a single audio file with each session running
30-60 minutes. To facilitate transcription, we segmented the audio to smaller utterance-
like units. First, we separated the two channels, so a transcriber is only responsible for
transcribing a single speaker. Then, based on intensity thresholding, we identified silent
regions, splicing the audio file in the middle of each silent region. We tuned the segmentation
parameters (intensity threshold, minimum silence length and minimum non-silence length)
to obtain speech segments that are 10 seconds long, though some are up to 30 seconds or
more. We initially hoped to omit all silence from the segments to simplify the transcription
task, but we all strategies that involved removing silence were prone to errors, omitting
quiet speech or cutting off speech too early or in the middle of a longer phrase. While this
approach presents transcribers with a good deal of silence, the risk of omitting the speech
from one speaker was too great.
We collected the transcripts through Amazon Mechanical Turk (https://www.mturk.com)
(AMT). Amazon Mechanical Turk is a large scale crowdsourcing service that is used to per-
form “Human Intelligence Tasks” (HITs), generally small tasks that require some human
effort. We designed our HITs to contain 21 audio clips, one “quality control” clip, and 20
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others. The biggest challenge with using AMT for a task like this is quality control. The
quality control audio clip that we included in every HIT has been correctly manually tran-
scribed by a research assistant. Comparison with this correct transcript allows us to estimate
how reliably the transcriber is performing over all, since the transcriber is not aware which
clip is our quality control clip. We paid $0.70 for each assignment, and we posted three
assignments for each HIT, thus obtaining three transcripts for the same audio from three
different transcribers or ”Turkers”.
After collecting three transcripts for the audio clips, we used the rover tool (Fiscus (1997))
to combine them to one single transcript. Rover is a tool which combines hypothesized
transcripts to generate a more reliable “consensus” result. This results in a single best
transcript, w = w1, , wN where wi is the i-th word in the transcript, from K candidate
transcripts (w(k) = w
(k)
1 , , w
(k)
N ). Note that, in order to generate w and w
(k) such that all
transcripts are the same length N, rover can insert null words wi = ε in any transcript
sequence. In addition to generating the consensus transcript w, we also calculated a rover













where σ is a Kronecker delta function, equaling 1 when the condition is true, and 0
otherwise.
In some instances, there was substantial disagreement among the Turkers. For those clips
with s(w) lower than 70%, we corrected the transcript manually. Ultimately, we needed to
hand correct 9.7% of our transcribed clips.
Once we obtained a high quality transcript for each clip, we force aligned the tran-
script with the audio. We evaluated three different aligners for this task: 1) Prosody-lab
Aligner (Gorman et al. (2011)) 2) Penn Aligner (Yuan and Liberman (2008)) and 3) the
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Kaldi Speech Recognition Toolkit (Povey et al. (2011)). We found Kaldi to generate the
most reliable performance. Kaldi is a toolkit for speech recognition written in C++, and
freely available under the Apache license. The acoustic model we used for forced alignment is
a triphone Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with Feature space Maximum Likelihood Linear
Regression (fMLLR) adaptation and trained using the standard Kaldi recipe and the Wall
Street Journal corpus. We initially used the CMUDict as a lexicon. However, this resulted
in more than 5000 out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens from all our transcriptions. These OOVs
included approximately 3000 true OOV terms (words such as proper names which did not
appear in CMUDict, as well as word fragments such as false starts, e.g.“st- stairs” for which
we constructed pronunciations), and other OOVs are the transcriber spelling mistakes which
required hand correction on the transcripts.
3.2.2 Segmentation and labeling
The unit of analysis in this work is an inter-pausal unit (IPU), defined as a pause-free segment
of speech from a speaker (Hirschberg et al. (2005)). The minimal pause length between
segments used here is 50ms. All speech was segmented into IPUs using Praat (Boersma and
Weenink (2010)). The silence detection is done using a simple intensity measure: first the
intensity is determined, and then speech and silence intervals are calculated using intensity
thresholding. Praats default value was used for the intensity threshold: segments with a
maximum intensity that falls 25dB below the maximum intensity of the speaker are labeled
as silent.
IPU segmentation errors were observed resulting from this method of silence detection, in
which areas of speech were mistakenly identified as silence. We therefore decided to obtain
IPU segmentation using another method, in which we used the transcribed and aligned
data to identify IPU boundaries as silences identified by the aligner as it aligns the spoken
words. By parsing the aligned transcription files, we use the word boundaries to infer silence
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and speech labels, and then extract IPUs. For this work, we use the original, noisy IPU
segmentation obtained using Praat (Boersma and Weenink (2010)). However, we plan to
repeat our experiments with our new word-alignment defined IPUs and hypothesize that this
cleaner data will improve our results.
The next step after IPU segmentation is assigning true and false labels to the IPUs.
As previously mentioned, subjects labeled each utterance as true or false using key presses
during the interview. We converted these discrete time-stamped points to intervals, with
the assumption that each key press labels the preceding speech up to the previous true/false
label as the subjects were instructed to do. For each IPU, we checked which interval
it overlapped with and labeled it with the corresponding true or false label. If an IPU
overlapped two contradicting labels, we first checked the distance between the conflicting
key presses. Subjects sometimes mistakenly pressed the wrong key during the interview,
and were instructed to immediately correct any mistaken key presses by quickly pressing
the correct one. If the conflicting key presses were less than 10ms apart, we treated that
as an error and used the second key press as the correct label. Otherwise, we chose the
label that had the longer coverage of the IPU. There is an inherent difficulty in this labeling
task because we do not know the true intention of the subject when labeling one of these
ambiguous local lies, so we cannot objectively evaluate our method of interpreting them.
For the classification experiments reported in this work, we did use the following alignment
rule: Mendels et al. (2017): a T or F label was assigned to a speech segment if a consistent
label was retrieved (the interviewee pressed the corresponding key on the keyboard) between
the start and end time of that segment, and eliminated IPUs that had conflicting labels since
they were a small percentage of our IPUs about .5%.
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3.2.3 Crosstalk identification
Although the data was collected using separate channels for each subject in the interview, in
some cases crosstalk from the other speaker was quite audible. Although transcribers were
instructed to transcribe only the loudest speaker, in some cases crosstalk was mistakenly
transcribed, aligned and segmented into IPUs. Since this crosstalk was generally of somewhat
lower intensity than the speech the transcriber should have recorded, the lower intensity levels
were used to filter out the crosstalk.
For each recording session IPUs, the mean intensity and its standard deviation were
calculated. Using these values, each IPU was processed and compared its mean intensity
with the mean intensity of all the IPUs for that speaker. If it was less than two standard
deviations from the mean, it was labeled as crosstalk. This decision boundary was chosen
experimentally.
The formula used for identifying crosstalk is as follows. Label an IPU as crosstalk if:
µ(xi) < µ(x)− 2σ(µ(x)) (3.2)
where xi is the current IPU, and mean represents the mean intensity.
Crosstalk identification is an important step for using the IPU segmentation obtained
from the aligned transcription files.
3.2.4 Personality Label
Table 3.1: Distribution of three class after relabeling from entire dataset (356 subjects)
Label O C E A N
LO 23 154 85 136 80
ME 140 142 133 154 115
HI 193 60 138 66 161
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Table 3.2: Distribution of three class after relabeling by gender and language
Label O C E A N O C E A N
Male Female
LO 10 57 37 62 48 13 97 48 74 32
ME 63 74 59 68 33 77 68 74 86 82
HI 86 28 63 29 78 107 32 75 37 83
Chinese English
LO 12 68 47 66 37 11 86 38 70 43
ME 85 74 48 72 50 55 68 85 82 65
HI 66 21 68 25 76 127 39 70 41 85
Chinese Male Chinese Female
LO 6 26 20 30 19 6 42 27 36 18
ME 41 43 22 34 13 44 31 26 38 37
HI 31 9 36 14 46 35 12 32 11 30
English Male English Female
LO 4 31 17 32 29 7 55 21 38 14
ME 22 31 37 34 20 33 37 48 48 45
HI 55 19 27 15 32 72 20 43 26 53
We use the thresholds provided in Locke (2015) to label the NEO scores as “High” (HI),
“Medium” (ME) or “Low” (LO) for each dimension. Table 2.3 from Chapter 2 shows the
mapping of numeric NEO scores to the three categorical labels.
Table 3.1 shows the distribution of the three categorical labels in each trait after mapping
from NEO-FFI scores, and Table 3.2 shows the distribution of personality labels based on
gender and language. As we might expect, the three classes are highly unbalanced, with the
majority of subjects usually falling into the Medium class, and a smaller percentage in either
the High class or the Low class.
Table 3.3: Pearson Correlation Among Big Five Traits
Correlation O C E A N
O - -0.177 0.053 0.108 0.214
C -0.177 - 0.237 0.166 -0.348
E 0.053 0.237 - 0.249 -0.379
A 0.108 0.166 0.249 - -0.220
N 0.214 -0.348 -0.379 -0.220 -
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“Personality” is defined by the Encyclopedia of Psychology (Kazdin (2000)) as “individual
differences in characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling and behaving,” and is considered a
primary source of inter-personal variation. The NEO-FFI five factor model of personality
traits is the most commonly used model of personality.
In this chapter, we present the experiment with ways to automatically identifying the
NEO-FFI Big Five personality traits from speech, which will be useful for applications such
as dialogue systems. Although there is previous research on this task, most has focused on
predicting personality scores labeled by annotators asked to identify personality traits of
others, rather than from self-reported personality inventories. As we stated previously that
predicting self-reported personality is a much more difficult task than predicting stranger
ratings. To classify personality from speech using self-reported personality inventories, we
compare three approaches: classification of high/medium/low personality score categories,
regression against continuous personality scores, and classification of personality score clus-
ters.
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The classification model in this experiment will be considered as the baseline personality
model across entire personality experiment. We will explore more experiment detail in
following sections.
4.2 Data Preparation and Labeling
In this experiment, we use only baseline speech from each speaker. The detail of CXD corpus
design and collection can be found in Chapter 3. For the experiments in this Chapter we
used the 331 baseline files, comprising approximately 23 hours of speech.
One challenge of predicting personality is how to set up the machine learning experiments.
The NEO scores are calculated on a continuous scale for each of the five dimensions, so it is
natural to model this as a regression problem. Another approach is to convert the numeric
scores to nominal values using thresholds, and to model this as a three-class classification
problem. We compare results of the two approaches in this experiment, as well as a third
approach, predicting personality score clusters.
We use the thresholds provided in Locke (2015) to label the NEO scores as “High”
(HI), “Medium” (ME) or “Low” (LO) for each dimension. Table 2.3 from Chapter 2 shows
the mapping of numeric NEO scores to the three categorical labels. Table 4.1 shows the
distribution of the three categorical labels in each trait after mapping from NEO-FFI scores.
Table 4.1: Distribution of three class after relabeling
Label O C E A N
LO 22 147 79 125 74
ME 129 130 125 141 107
HI 180 54 127 65 150
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4.3 Feature Analysis
In this section, we explore all the feature sets used to train personality recognition model in
this experiment. The specific implementations of these feature categories are described in
following sections.
4.3.1 Low-Level Descriptor Features (LLD)
Previous research showed that different personality traits can be detected by a variety of
speech factors, such as fundamental frequency (Giles et al. (1979)), voice quality, inten-
sity (Mallory and Miller (1958)), frequency and duration of silence pauses (Siegman and
Pope (1965)). Motivated by these findings, we used the OpenSMILE library to extract
acoustic-prosodic features (Eyben et al. (2013)). The OpenSMILE Low-Level Descriptor
(LLD) feature set contains approximately 6,373 acoustic-prosodic features as described in
the Interspeech 2013 COMPARE Challenge (Schuller et al. (2013)). These are with ex-
tracted using the baseline 2013 Challenge configuration. The Low-Level Descriptor features
include pitch (fundamental frequency), intensity (energy), spectral, cepstral (MFCC), dura-
tion, voice quality (jitter, shimmer, and harmonics-to-noise ratio), spectral harmonicity, and
psychoacoustic spectral sharpness.
4.3.2 Fundamental Frequency Variation Features (FFV)
It has been mentioned in previous research (Aronovitch (1976); Brown (1980)) that there
are strong correlations between personality and fundamental frequency. In order to capture
this information, we extracted 42 features which come from fundamental frequency vari-
ation (FFV) spectrum with 7 components (Laskowski et al. (2008)). From each of the 7
spectrum components, we extract 6 features: mean, minimum, maximum, median, standard
deviation, and variance. These features have been found to be helpful in characterizing
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dialogs (Laskowski et al. (2008)) and also in acoustic modeling for speech recognition (Cui
et al. (2014)). The FFV features capture a frame level spectral representation of f0 dynam-
ics, as opposed to the pitch features in the OpenSmile LLD set, each of which describes the
pitch of the entire sound.
4.3.3 Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count Features (LIWC)
Psycholinguistic studies (Vinciarelli and Mohammadi (2014)) show that the people choose
words not only because of the linguistic meaning, but also because of psychological con-
ditions, such as emotion, personality and relational attitude. Therefore, it is possible to
detect personalities through text analyses associated with psycholinguistic techniques. In-
spired by Pennebaker and King (1999); Mairesse et al. (2007), we used Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker et al. (2001)) to extract the lexical features. LIWC
is a text analysis program that calculates the degree to which people use different categories
of words, and can determine the degree any text uses positive or negative emotions, self-
references, causal words, and 70 other language dimensions. LIWC features have been used
in many studies to predict outcomes including personality (Pennebaker and King (1999)),
deception (Newman et al. (2003)), and health (Pennebaker et al. (1997)). We extracted a
total of 130 LIWC features based on the 64 LIWC categories: 64 features based upon the
ratio of words appearing in each LIWC categories over total word count; 64 features based
on the ratio of words appearing in each LIWC categories over the total words appearing in
any LIWC category; the total number of words appearing in any LIWC category; and the
total word count.
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4.3.4 Dictionary of Affect Features (DAL)
The psychology literature (Heller (1993)) suggests that arousal highly correlates with some
dimensions of personality, especially extraversion. Therefore, we used Whissell’s Dictionary
of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell et al. (1986)) to extract additional features. The
DAL is a lexical analysis tool which is used for analyzing emotive content of speech espe-
cially for pleasantness, activation and imagery. It lists approximately 4500 English words,
each with ratings for these three categories in the DAL. These were obtained from multiple
human judges. We extract nineteen features derived from the DAL scores for each word in
each subject’s baseline interview transcript. From all words’ pleasantness, activation and
imagery scores, we calculated the mean, minimum, maximum, median, standard deviation,
and variance. We also added the number of words in the transcript that appear in the DAL.
4.4 Results
After feature extraction is completed, we train the model on training set and evaluate our
model on test set, and there are 211 and 120 samples in train and test sets, respectively.
We perform three different experiments in this chapter for personality prediction: predicting
continuous personality scores, personality score categories, and personality score clusters.
We trained models using each of our four different feature sets, then combined them in
different ways to determine how much each feature set was contributing either independently
or in combination. We used the Weka (Hall et al. (2009)) SMOreg for continuous scale and
the SMO classifier for class classification and cluster classification to generate personality
hypotheses. All Weka parameters were kept at their default values.
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4.4.1 Personality regression
Our first model attempted to predict continuous personality scores using regression. We
find that different feature sets perform differently on the different personality traits. We
use the Spearman correlation to compare the results from different set of features, since
the self-reported personality scores are not evenly distributed. Table 4.2 shows that the
LLD feature set performs best on Conscientiousness; the FFV feature set performs best on
Openness to Experience; the LIWC feature set rates highest on Agreeableness; the DAL
feature set achieved the highest performance on Extraversion; and a combination of four
feature sets performs best on Neuroticism. We did not set any baseline performance for this
experiment since there were no other comparable experiments and no other plausible simple
baselines. Although Mairesse et al. (2007) did use a similar procedure for experimenting
on self-reported personality recognition, they used t-tests to report their results rather than
correlations, and none of their models showed significant improvement over the baseline on
self-reported personality scores.
Table 4.2: Regression Performance of Personality Recognition. (Spearman Correlations)
Feature O C E A N
LLD 0.308 0.233 0.148 0.238 0.052
FFV 0.409 0.028 0.232 0.304 0.302
LIWC 0.267 -0.086 0.109 0.340 0.176
DAL 0.287 -0.120 0.381 0.118 0.226
Combined 0.238 0.080 0.357 0.199 0.314
4.4.2 Personality classification
For a three-class classification of personality score categories based on population means, we
run two sets of experiments. First, we use only the lexical and acoustic-prosodic features
to predict High (HI), Medium (ME), and Low (LO) for each personality traits. We then
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use these features combined with four other ground truth labels to predict the fifth for each
trait, providing an upper bound for the performance of a multi-label prediction ensemble.
In contrast to the regression results, the individual feature sets do not perform well on
each trait excepting the LLD features. For the first set of experiments, Table 4.3 shows that
the LLD feature set performs best on Openness and Neuroticism; a combination of LLD and
FFV performs best on Conscientiousness; a combination of FFV, LLD and DAL achieve the
highest performance on Extraversion; and a combination of the LIWC and FFV features
performs best on Agreeableness. We use unweighted average recall (UAR) to compare the
results from the different sets of features, since the distribution for three classes in each trait
are not balanced (Table 4.1). We set our baseline UAR to 33.3%, since we know of no other
work using a three-way classification which might serve as a baseline; a similar experiment
by Mairesse et al. (2007) uses a two-class classification.
Table 4.3: Classification Performance of Personality Recognition. (UAR)
Feature O C E A N
Baseline 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
LLD 43.8% 38.2% 31.5% 35.7% 42.3%
FFV 38.5% 37.2% 29.1% 31.2% 32.4%
LIWC 42.4% 34.6% 31.9% 39.4% 30.8%
DAL 38.1% 32.1% 32.8% 36.4% 32.0%
LLD + FFV 42.8% 39.1% 35.5% 36.1% 41.2%
LIWC + FFV 41.4% 33.7% 30.6% 40.5% 32.9%
DAL + LLD + FFV 37.8% 38.7% 37.4% 33.0% 41.0%
Combined 38.8% 36.6% 32.3% 36.9% 41.9%
Improvement +10.5% +5.8% +4.1% +7.2% +9.0%
For the second classification experiment, we find that the performance shown in Table
4.4 improves over that shown in Table 4.3 for every trait by at least 2.3% and at most 8.7%
when adding the ground truth label of HI, ME, LOW to the lexical and acoustic-prosodic
features. The LIWC features combined with the trait labels performs best on Openness; the
FFV feature set combine with the trait label performs best on Extraversion; a combination
of LLD and FFV features with the trait label rates highest on Neuroticism; a combination of
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LIWC and FFV features with trait labels reaches highest performance on Agreeableness; and
a combination of LLD and DAL features with trait label performs best on Conscientiousness.
Table 4.4: Classification Performance of Personality Recognition with other trait ground
truth. (UAR)
Feature O C E A N
Baseline 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%
LLD 40.0% 41.9% 35.5% 36.2% 47.3%
FFV 39.1% 40.8% 39.7% 39.2% 40.7%
LIWC 52.5% 38.0% 38.7% 43.0% 36.9%
DAL 41.4% 37.7% 36.8% 40.7% 44.8%
LLD + FFV 40.8% 41.3% 34.5% 36.5% 47.9%
LIWC + FFV 51.2% 42.4% 37.6% 45.3% 39.5%
DAL + LLD 37.4% 43.4% 35.3% 33.4% 45.6%
Combine 40.1% 40.8% 34.5% 36.4% 45.4%
Improve +19.2% +10.1% +6.4% +12.0% +14.6%
Table 4.3 +10.5% +5.8% +4.1% +7.2% +9.0%
Table 4.4
- Table 4.3 +8.7% +4.3% +2.3% +4.8% +5.6%
4.4.3 Personality clustering
Finally, instead of trying to predict individual traits in isolation, here we view them together
as comprising a single whole personality. Because of sparsity, we cannot consider every
possible combination of high, medium and low for each of the five traits. Instead, we treat
each combination in our data as a single instance and cluster them using k-means, and
treat each cluster id as representative of a personality configuration. This id may be useful
as a feature in downstream tasks for which individual personality trait features have been
shown to be helpful, since it models an integrated view of the personality that is closer
to how it functions in the real world. (High agreeableness, for example, is different for a
high-extroversion personality than for a low-extroversion personality.)
The prediction of the five clusters improves over the baseline approximately 5-7% for
different feature sets. The best performing feature set is a combination of LIWC and FFV
features, and it improves over the baseline by 7.9%. We use accuracy (ACU) to compare the
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results from different sets of features, since the distribution for five clusters in each trait are
equal, which is different from the class distribution. We set our baseline result to chance at
20.0%.







LIWC + FFV 27.9% +7.9%
Combine 24.5% +4.5%
4.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we present results showing that lexical and acoustic-prosodic features can
predict self-reported personality traits identified by the NEO-FFI Five-Factor personality
inventory with considerable success. We have experimented with a number of feature sets
and a variety of techniques to achieve improvements significantly over our baselines.
We found that individual feature sets – Low Level Descriptors, Fundamental Frequency
Variation, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, and Dictionary of Affect features – achieved
the highest Spearman correlations with each personality trait except Neuroticism, which
correlated best with the combined feature set. In our three-way classification experiments,
predicting High, Medium and Low scores for each of the five personality traits, different
feature sets performed better on different personality traits, with LLD features performing
best on Openness to Experience and Neuroticism, LLD+FFV best on Conscientiousness,
DAL+LLD+FFV performing best on Extroversion, and LIWC+FFV performing best on
Agreeableness. When we added the gold standard scores of four traits to each of the five
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feature sets used in the previous experiments, once again, individual feature sets combined
with the gold standard labels performed best on different personality traits, with LIWC
performing best on Openness to Experience, DAL+LLD on Conscientiousness, FFV on Ex-
troversion, LIWC+FFV on Agreeableness, and LLD+FFV on Neuroticism. Finally, our
clustering approach also showed promise over our baseline, with LIWC+FFV features per-
forming best.
While direct comparison to stranger-predicted ratings is unavailable, we note that the
ranking of accuracy for the Big Five differs by condition. Stranger ratings of Neuroticism
and Extroversion were predicted with the highest accuracy in Mairesse et al. (2007), and
Openness was most difficult to predict. Stranger-predicted Extroversion had highest accu-
racy and Openness lowest in Mohammadi et al. (2010). We predict self-ratings of Openness
with highest accuracy (Table 4.3), and Extroversion lowest. This disparity is consistent
with the idea that stranger-ratings can only be based on lexical and vocal characteristics of
speech samples. Big Five traits such as Extroversion and Neuroticism are popularly asso-
ciated with stereotypical speech behaviors and thus may be easier to classify from isolated
speech, whereas Openness to Experience is much less stereotyped in terms of speech behav-
iors. Thus, Openness may well be more accurately self-reported than stranger identified. So
we can conclude that there are plausible explanations for the differences we find between our
study of self ratings and other studies of stranger ratings.
Similarly, it is difficult to find a convincing post-hoc interpretation of the results of
individual feature sets. In the comparable study of stranger ratings, the only useful feature
set for predicting Neuroticism was LIWC, with prosodic features not achieving accuracy
above baseline; here, self ratings of Neuroticism are predicted best by prosodic features, and
the LIWC model is not significantly above baseline. Here, Conscientiousness is predicted
with accuracy significantly above baseline by prosodic features, which did not significantly
outperform baseline in the study of stranger ratings. The LIWC model was not significantly
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better than baseline at predicting Openness to Experience in the study of stranger ratings,
while here it performs best. All the features in this study are motivated by their associations
with personality in the literature, but there is no theoretical basis that we know of to link
each one to a specific trait.
We can, however, conclude from these experiments that the self ratings studied here are
distinctly different from the stranger ratings used in most studies of this kind, and methods
trained on one cannot generalize to the other.
Chapter 5
Deep Learning Personality Model
5.1 Introduction
Most approaches to personality prediction have used traditional machine learning algorithms
such as Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes. Recently, several studies have applied
deep learning, which has achieved groundbreaking results in many areas, to the task of per-
sonality prediction. The main contribution of this experiment is a multi-modal deep learning
model for personality prediction using acoustic-prosodic features and word embeddings. We
experimented with a standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as well as a model that uses
an LSTM (long short term memory) layer to encode each instance’s word vectors for the
final prediction. For the standard MLP approach, we further experiment with methods for
combining feature sets of different sizes and modalities.
For comparison with previous work, we report the performance of each model on the
myPersonality corpus (Kosinski et al. (2015)), which has only text data, as well as the
CXD corpus (Levitan et al. (2015, 2016b)), which contains audio and text. Additionally, we
explore the ability of our model to represent personality in general, rather than on a specific
corpus, by testing the performance of each trained model on its opposite corpus.
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5.2 Data
Two labeled personality datasets were used for this experiment. The first dataset was col-
lected by myPersonality project (Kosinski et al. (2015)). The Facebook dataset contains
9917 status updates in raw text from 250 Facebook users. Gold standard Big Five personal-
ity labels were obtained for each user using an 100-item long version of the IPIP personality
questionnaire. Both scores and classes were included in the dataset, and classes have derived
from scores with a median split.
Table 5.1: User-level personality distribution of myPersonality dataset
Value O C E A N
Yes 176 130 96 134 99
No 74 120 154 116 151
Table 5.2: Status-level personality distribution of myPersonality dataset
Value O C E A N
Yes 7370 4556 4210 5268 3717
No 2547 5361 5707 4649 6200
The second dataset CXD corpus, which is described in Chapter 3. The unit of segmen-
tation used here is the turn. Turn boundaries were extracted in the following manner: the
manual orthographic transcription was force-aligned with the audio, and the speech was seg-
mented if there was a silence of more than 0.5 seconds. In total, there are 29175 turn-level
instances. The average duration of each instance is 9.03s, though there are quite a few out-
liers. During training and testing, all turns from a single speaker were contained within a
single fold. Classes were derived by splitting scores at the median in order to compare with
myPersonality corpus.
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Table 5.3: Turn-level distribution of CXD dataset
Value O C E A N
Yes 16289 14593 15504 15653 14783
No 12886 14582 13671 13522 14392
5.3 Methodology
In this section, we present the feature sets and three deep learning structures in detail.
5.3.1 Features
For our experiments, we use the feature sets described in Chapter 4: acoustic-prosodic low-
level descriptor features (LLD); word category features from LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count) (Pennebaker et al. (2001)); and word scores for pleasantness, activation and
imagery from the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell et al. (1986)). For
LLD features, we use a smaller standard feature set designed for emotion recognition: the
Interspeech 2009 (IS09) emotion challenge feature set which contains 384 features. We also
add two new feature sets based on word embeddings.
Word embeddings (WE). Continuous vector representations of words (word vectors)
have been used in statistical language modeling (Bengio et al. (2003)), speech recogni-
tion (Schwenk (2007)) and a wide range of NLP tasks (Glorot et al. (2011); Collobert and
Weston (2008)) with considerable success. Motivated by these findings, we use the Gensim
library (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka (2010)) to extract two sets of word vector features using Google’s
pre-trained skip-gram vectors (Mikolov et al. (2013)) and Stanford’s pre-trained GloVe vec-
tors (Pennington et al. (2014)). In order to calculate the vector representation of a turn level
segment, we extract a 300-dimensional word vector for each word in the segment, and then
average them to get a 300-dimensional vector representation of the entire turn segment.
The feature sets used here represent information from both the acoustic and lexical
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signal, as well has the higher-level psycholinguistic information represented by the LIWC
and DAL features. They also vary widely in size, from 19 features (DAL) to 384 (LLD).
We therefore experiment with several methods for combining feature sets from different
modalities, described in more detail in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Multilayer perceptron
Our first model is a multilayer perceptron (MLP) (Gardner and Dorling (1998)), a simple
feed-forward network using the sigmoid activation function. We use two different approaches
to combine the feature sets.
First, we try an early-fusion approach, concatenating all feature sets into a single input
feature vector (Figure 5.1). The network has five fully-connected layers in a bottleneck
configuration: (2048, 1024, 512, 1024, 2048) neurons per layer.
Second, we try late fusion, feeding each feature set separately to an individual MLP, and
concatenate the output layers to predict each personality traits (Figure 5.2). Networks with
three fully-connected layers of size (256, 128, 256) were used for the DAL, Google WV and
GloVe WV feature sets, and size (512, 256, 512) for LIWC and LLD. After the individual
MLPs were trained, the last fully-connected layers from each one were concatenated together
and fed forward to an output layer with five neurons, one for each trait. This approach
balances the influence of each of the feature sets so that a large but possibly less informative
feature set does not overwhelm the other features.
In addition to the sigmoid activation function, we also experimented with ReLU and
tanh, but did not see an increase in performance. Tuning the learning rate improved the
performance, and the final model used α = 0.001 with 100 epochs. For the loss function, we
used mean squared error.
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of early-fusion MLP model. LLD was used only for CXD dataset
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
5.3.3 Word Embedding and LSTM
In the models described above, we represented an instance’s lexical content by averaging
together its word vectors. This approach is quite common but naive. We additionally exper-
iment with feeding an instance’s word embeddings into an LSTM (Long Short Term Memory)
layer, well known for capturing sequential information (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997);
Xian and Tian (2017)), to learn an instance-level representation.
We also updated off-the-shelf word embeddings to better represent our data. We initial-
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of late-fusion MLP model. LLD was used only for CXD dataset
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
ized a 300-dimensional word embedding layer with the GloVe off-the-shelf embeddings. We
then trained the new model on our data. Since our corpora are relatively small, this took
advantage of the enormous corpora that were used to train the off-the-shelf embeddings, and
adapted them to our data.
After training the word embedding layer, we feed 300-dimensional word embeddings one
at a time to the LSTM layer to get instance-level representations. We set the maximum
word length of each corpus to 60, and zero padding is used if the sentence length is less than
60 words. The LSTM layer’s output, which represents the instance’s lexical content, is a
256-dimensional vector.
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A softmax function is then applied to the instance representation, outputting a probabil-
ity estimation of the binary classification of each personality trait. We set the learning rate
to 0.001, and we use mean squared error loss function.
5.4 Result
Key results are presented in Tables 5.4 and 5.5. We tested our models on both the myPer-
sonality and CXD corpora, as described in Section 5.2. We compare our results to traditional
machine learning (ML) approaches as well as published state-of-the-art on the myPersonality
dataset. Traditional ML experiments were done using 10-fold cross-validation, and the deep
learning experiments used a 90%/10% train/test split.
Table 5.4: Key results: myPersonality
Model O C E A N Avg
LDA .73 .57 .57 .56 .61 .61
s-o-a1 .79 .59 .79 .56 .79 .71
Early-fusion MLP .76 .60 .61 .61 .65 .65
Late-fusion MLP .76 .62 .61 .60 .65 .65
LSTM .76 .62 .63 .60 .65 .65
MLP-LSTM .77 .63 .64 .61 .68 .67
1 state-of-the-art: Tandera et al. (2017).
Table 5.5: Key results: CXD
Model O C E A N Avg
Decision tree .46 .47 .50 .56 .52 .50
Early-fusion MLP .58 .61 .52 .64 .55 .58
Late-fusion MLP .60 .61 .52 .64 .57 .59
Early + Late-fusion MLP .60 .61 .59 .64 .61 .61
LSTM .59 .59 .51 .60 .53 .56
MLP-LSTM .60 .58 .51 .64 .54 .57
We tested various traditional ML algorithms. Like Tandera et al. (2017), we found that
LDA (linear discriminant analysis) performed best on the myPersonality data, although
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our average accuracy was 61% compared to their published 63%. The discrepancy can be
explained by the fact that we omit a data pre-processing step that they applied; furthermore,
their published average accuracy aggregates the best results for each personality trait across
different experimental configurations. A decision tree had the best performance for the CXD
data, with average accuracy of only 50% – essentially random. This confirms that the CXD
data presents a significantly more difficult task.
In addition to the two MLP structures and LSTM structure described in Sections 5.3.2
and 5.3.3, we tested a model that learned a linear combination of the predictions made
by both the MLP and LSTM to produce a final fused prediction. This model performed
best for the myPersonality data, with an average accuracy of 67%. This outperforms other
recently published results on the same data (Siddique and Fung (2017), 65%), but not
better than Tandera et al. (2017) which reported 71% accuracy. As with the LDA model,
we believe the discrepancy may be explained by the preprocessing and resampling steps
not implemented here. Another potential reason for underperforming than their model
on openness, extraversion and neuroticism traits is that myPersonality dataset was highly
unbalanced on these three trait. Therefore, it is easy to perform better on those three traits
by predicting majority class. Instead, our model performs better on the conscientiousness
and agreeableness traits, for which the majority baseline is lower than it is for the other
traits.
For the CXD corpus, the best model was the combination of two MLP models (Fig-
ure 5.4), with 61% average accuracy, though the early fusion MLP model and late fusion
MLP model had individual accuracies of 58% and 59%, respectively. This gives a 11%
absolute improvement over the best traditional ML model.
In order to assess whether these models are generalizable across domains for personality
recognition, we experiment with training on one dataset and testing on another. For both
datasets, the MLPs performed best: 60% average accuracy for myPersonality and 53% for
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Table 5.6: Results for training on CXD dataset validate on myPersonality dataset
Model O C E A N Avg
Early-fusion MLP .74 .54 .58 .53 .62 .60
Late-fusion MLP .74 .54 .55 .53 .63 .60
LSTM .72 .54 .53 .52 .55 .57
MLP-LSTM .74 .54 .53 .53 .63 .59
Table 5.7: Results for training on myPersonality dataset validate on CXD dataset
Model O C E A N Avg
Early-fusion MLP .56 .51 .53 .54 .50 .53
Late-fusion MLP .56 .51 .53 .54 .50 .53
LSTM .56 .50 .50 .53 .50 .52
MLP-LSTM .56 .51 .53 .54 .51 .53
CXD (Table 5.6 and 5.7). Both these scores are significantly worse than the best scores of the
within-corpus condition, but these accuracies still exceed (CXD) or match (myPersonality)
the performances of traditional ML models in the within-corpus condition. We conclude that
these models do not generalize well, but can still capture useful information across corpora.
Literature on other tasks suggests that multi-task learning (MTL) – using a single model
to predict multiple labels – increases performance. MTL is implemented naturally in neural
networks by including several nodes in the output layer, which was done throughout this
study. However, when we isolated the effect of MTL by training individual MLPs for each
trait, we did not see a significant drop in performance.
5.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we present a deep learning approach to personality recognition that outper-
forms traditional ML models and recent deep learning models. We compared two network
structures, MLP and WE-LSTM, and showed that a network based on the combination of
the two performs best on the myPersonality corpus. The MLP, in contrast, generalizes better
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across corpora, and also performs better on the CXD corpus, which contains many out-of-
vocabulary words from the speakers for whom English is a second language. This points to
the promise of acoustic-prosodic features, which are more robust with respect to language,
and have not previously been used with a deep neural network to predict personality. We
also show that early- and late-fusion MLP models achieve comparable performance, though
the late-fusion MLP performs better for Openness and Neuroticism in CXD.
Finally, we present results of a cross-corpus evaluation, where we train a classifier using
the CXD corpus, and evaluate it on the myPersonality corpus, and opposite direction. Our
results are quite promising; we find that we can observe almost the same trend as training and
testing between two corpus which deep learning algorithms are always outperform traditional
learning algorithms. This suggests that the deep learning models used are general enough
to be applied to different data, which is important for any model that will be deployed in a
real-world situation.
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Figure 5.3: Diagram of WE-LSTM model.
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of combination of early and late-fusion MLP model. LLD was used only
for deception dataset
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,









Of particular interest to researchers is the potential for personality traits to account for or
mitigate the interpersonal variation. Our corpus includes English speech from female and
male speakers who are native speakers of Standard American English (SAE) and Mandarin
Chinese (MC). We hypothesize that intra-group differences inhibit the performance of mod-
els trained on this heterogeneous data. Female and male speakers are known to have different
vocal characteristics and use language differently (e.g. Levitan et al. (2016a); Argamon et al.
(2005); Shafran et al. (2003); Zeng et al. (2006)). The same is true for speakers with dif-
ferent native languages (L1) (Tetreault et al. (2013)). Furthermore, additional inter-group
variability may stem from the fact that personality can be expressed differently in different
cultures (Scherer (1979)).
In this chapter, we experiment with two different methods for accounting for this varia-
tion: homogenization (partitioning the training data into homogeneous models) and normal-
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ization. Both these methods are commonly used, but to our knowledge have not previously
been evaluated. Homogenization ensures that we train and test on data of the same kind,
with the disadvantage of less training data per model. Normalization accounts for differential
vocal characteristics and uses of language, while allowing for the use of the entire dataset,
but does not handle differential expressions of personality. We compare the two approaches
for each personality trait and gender/L1 group and show that partitioning the data into ho-
mogeneous models improves performance in most cases. In addition, we inspect the models
for a qualitative sense of which features are informative regarding each personality trait for
each group.
6.2 Method
In this section, we present the feature sets, the homogeneous model and normalization process
in detail.
6.2.1 Feature
We use the feature sets described in Chapter 4 and 5, which include acoustic-prosodic low-
level descriptor features (LLD); word category features from LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count) (Pennebaker et al. (2001)); and word scores for pleasantness, activation and
imagery from the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell et al. (1986)); word
vectors (WV) (Mikolov et al. (2013)). We also add a new feature set Part-Of-Speech counts
(POS).
Part-of-speech counts (POS). Previous research has shown that Part-Of-Speech (POS)
features predict personality effectively (Wright and Chin (2014)). In order to capture this
information, we extract 45 POS features using Natural Language Toolkit (Bird (2006)) with
the Stanford POS tagger (Toutanova et al. (2003)). We count the occurrence of 45 POS


















Figure 6.1: Homogeneous model.
types from each turn in the corpus.
6.2.2 Homogeneous models
Our data includes approximately equal amounts of English speech from female and male
speakers of Standard American English (SAE) and Mandarin Chinese (MC). In order to
mitigate the effect of gender- and L1-based acoustic-prosodic and language variation, as
well as variation in the expression of personality, we train four separate models for each
personality trait, each using half the data and homogeneous with respect to either gender
or L1 (Figure 6.1). That is, we train a model using only female speech, another using only
male speech, and two more using only speech from native SAE or MC speakers, respectively.
At test time, the personality of each speaker is predicted using the corresponding homo-
geneous model. We experiment with both single-gender and single-L1 models. To evaluate
the effectiveness of this technique for mitigating data heterogeneity, we match speakers to
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Figure 6.2: Normalization model.
models using the gold-standard gender and L1 labels recorded during data collection. In
an online application where such labels might not be available, they could be automatically
predicted; accuracy for gender prediction is as high as 95% in deployed systems (Levitan
et al. (2016b); Shafran et al. (2003); Zeng et al. (2006)), while L1 detection has accuracies
of about 80% on essay data (Brooke and Hirst (2013); Tetreault et al. (2013)).
6.2.3 Normalization
The disadvantage of partitioning the training data into homogeneous models is the conse-
quent reduction in training data size. We experiment with using all the training data in
a single model but first normalizing the data by speaker, gender, or L1 (Figure 6.2). Nor-
malization can account for characteristic differences in vocal qualities and language use, but
does not directly mitigate differential expression of personality traits.
We use z-score normalization, which represents each value in terms of standard devia-
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tions from the population mean, so that a high-pitched female voice, for example, would be
comparable to a high-pitched male voice, disregarding that the raw female pitch value may
be as much as 200 Hz higher than the raw male pitch value. For each value x, the normalized
value is x−µ
σ
, where µ and σ are the corresponding population mean and standard deviation,
respectively.
We experiment with speaker, gender, and L1 normalization. For gender and L1 normal-
ization, µ and σ are calculated from the portion of the training data corresponding to that
gender or L1, and used to normalize both the training and test data. For speaker normal-
ization, µ and σ are calculated separately for each speaker in both the training and test
data. This corresponds to a likely use of these models, in which the target speaker’s data is
available but an entire population’s is not.
6.2.4 Machine learning experiments
Mairesse et al. (2007) experimented with personality recognition as a classification, regres-
sion, and ranking problem, finding that ranking models performed best overall. We believe
that classification is the best format for using personality scores in downstream applications
such as deception detection or adapting dialogue systems. Rather than split scores into
equal bins, we label the NEO scores as “High” (HI), “Medium” (ME) or “Low” (LO) for
each dimension, based on thresholds derived from population norms from a large sample of
administered NEO-FFI tests. The labeling detail is described in Chapter 2.
We used Weka’s SMO classifier for these experiments. The unit of classification used is the
turn, which were extracted in the following manner: the manual orthographic transcription
was force-aligned with the audio, and the speech was segmented if there was a silence of
more than 0.5 seconds.
In total, we used approximately 30000 turn-level instances from CXD corpus, which are
upsampled during training so that the HI, ME and LO labels, which are normally distributed,
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will be balanced in the training set. The average duration of each instance is 3.77s, though
there are some particularly long or short outliers.
To focus the analysis on the homogenization and normalization techniques discussed here,
we combine all feature sets together, even though we found that performance was higher for
some traits using a subset of the features from previous chapter.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Baseline
The baseline for these experiments is a model for each personality factor including all feature
sets (LLD, LIWC, DAL, WV, POS) and all genders and L1s, without normalization. The
accuracies for each trait are shown in Table 6.1. In this and all subsequent tables, highlighted
results are significant at a two-tailed .95 confidence interval. The baseline surpasses a chance
baseline of 0.33 (for a three-way classification of HI vs. MED vs. LO) for only Openness
and Neuroticism. The baseline Extraversion model performs worse than chance.
Table 6.1: Baseline accuracy for each trait. Green and bold cells are significantly better
than chance (with 95% confidence); red cells are significantly worse than chance.
O C E A N
Chance 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
All Feat 0.39 0.33 0.31 0.33 0.35
6.3.2 Homogeneous models
Table 6.2 shows the performances of the homogeneous models. The disparate results rein-
force our previous observation (Chapter 4) that each personality factor can be considered a
separate task requiring its own approach.
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Table 6.2: Accuracies for homogeneous models. Bold cells are significantly better than the
baseline model (with 95% confidence); red cells are significantly worse than the baseline
model.
O C E A N
male 0.32 0.31 0.31 0.34 0.29
female 0.34 0.26 0.35 0.32 0.43
chinese 0.34 0.37 0.35 0.39 0.26
english 0.36 0.34 0.35 0.36 0.34
male/chinese 0.35 0.39 0.26 0.34 0.25
male/english 0.38 0.36 0.37 0.33 0.32
female/chinese 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.32 0.36
female/english 0.48 0.38 0.47 0.27 0.40
Seven of the eight homogeneous models for Openness performed worse than the baseline
heterogeneous Openness model, which had the highest accuracy (0.39) for this trait. Neu-
roticism, which had the second highest baseline (heterogeneous) accuracy, had worse per-
formance for the male, Chinese L1, and male/L1 models, but a performance improvement
of 8 percentage points for the female model, yielding an accuracy of 0.43, and 5 percent-
age points for the female/English model. Conscientiousness had worse performance for the
gender-homogeneous models, but improved for the L1-homogeneous models and gender/L1-
homogeneous models. The female, Chinese, English and all the gender/L1-homogeneous
Extraversion models except male/Chinese outperformed chance, which the corresponding
baseline model failed to clear, as did the L1-homogeneous Agreeableness models.
It is especially noteworthy that the Chinese-L1 models outperformed the heterogeneous
baseline for Conscientiousness, Extraversion and Agreeableness. The subset of the corpus
that was available at the time of analysis was not balanced with respect to L1, and the size
of the Chinese-L1 training data was only 30-39% of the heterogeneous training data (the
exact percentage was different for each trait). That the Chinese-L1 models achieved better
performance with approximately a third of the training data indicates that the English-
L1 instances did not contribute information useful for the classification of the Chinese-
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L1 instances, and that future work should not combine data from different L1 speakers
indiscriminately. We might also suggest, based on these results, that the expression of
Conscientiousness, Extraversion and Agreeableness is affected by cultural differences between
native speakers of MC and SAE. Conversely, the success of the heterogeneous Openness
model compared to the four corresponding homogeneous models suggests the interpretation
that Openness is expressed similarly across cultural backgrounds.
The results for the gender-homogeneous models are mixed. The male models do not
outperform the baseline for any trait, and perform worse in most cases; the female models fall
short of the baseline for Openness and Conscientiousness but outperform it significantly for
Extraversion and Neuroticism. It is unclear whether data from the other gender contributes
valuable information in cases where the baseline dominates, or whether the benefits of a
homogeneous model were not enough to outweigh the reduction in training data, which is
40-49% for the male models.
When the data is broken down further to train models homogeneous with respect to both
gender and L1, performance improves notably for Conscientiousness for all four groups, and
for all traits except Agreeableness for English-speaking females. The improved performance
in Openness for female/English (10 percentage points) is the only improvement we achieve
for that trait over all experiments.
6.3.3 Normalization
Table 6.3 shows the results for speaker, gender and L1 normalization.
The speaker-normalized models do not outperform chance for any trait, though the
Extraversion model does outperform the below-chance heterogeneous baseline; the baseline
surpasses the Openness and Agreeableness models. Of the gender-normalized models, only
the Conscientiousness model outperforms the baseline. The Openness model has higher ac-
curacy, but does not outperform its relatively strong baseline. Similarly, the L1-normalized
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Table 6.3: Accuracies for normalized models. Green and bold cells are significantly better
than the baseline model (with 95% confidence); red cells are significantly worse than the
baseline model.
O C E A N
Speaker 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33
Gender 0.38 0.35 0.33 0.33 0.33
L1 0.34 0.36 0.32 0.32 0.33
Conscientiousness model outperforms its baseline; the Openness model does worse than its
baseline, and normalization does not affect the performance of the Extraversion, Agreeable-
ness and Neuroticism models.
6.3.4 Homogenization vs. normalization
Table 6.4 shows the differences in performance between homogeneous vs. normalized models.
Since there are eight separate homogeneous models, each including a subset of the training
data, we compare each normalization method with the best homogeneous model and the
average performance on that trait.
Table 6.4: Performance differences between homogenized vs. normalized models.
O C E A N
Best homogeneous performance
Speaker +0.15 +0.06 +0.14 +0.06 +0.11
Gender +0.10 +0.03 +0.14 +0.06 +0.10
Language +0.14 +0.03 +0.15 +0.06 +0.10
Average homogeneous performance
Speaker +0.04 +0.02 +0.02 0.00 0.00
Gender -0.01 -0.01 +0.02 0.00 0.00
Language +0.02 -0.01 +0.03 +0.01 0.00
For every normalization model, there is at least one homogeneous model, representing one
subset of the population in the corpus, that significantly outperforms it. Furthermore, none
of the normalization models significantly outperform the average homogeneous performance,
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Table 6.5: LIWC features included in each homogeneous model.
O C E A N
F/E cause, uh you, percept you achieve you
health
F/C certain home, certain conj, space friend, we we
M/E achieve, home, inhib, we ingest ingest, we
3rd pp, insight
M/C 3rd pp, hear friend, certain negemo, percept health, religion ingest, religion
ingest inhib ingest
and several do significantly worse. As a technique, our analysis shows that breaking down the
data into homogeneous models is preferable to normalization almost across the board, despite
the diminution of the training data. An interpretation of this finding is that intra-group
differences in the expression of personality are more detrimental to classification accuracy
than differences in vocal characteristics or language use.
6.3.5 Feature selection
We experimented with Best First greedy feature selection to reduce the dimensionality of
our models. While this did improve performance in some cases, it significantly degraded per-
formance in other cases and did not improve accuracies overall, and the results are therefore
not reported in detail here. We inspected the feature-selected models to find which features
were included for which groups.
All four gender/L1-homogeneous models (female/chinese, female/english, male/chinese,
male/english) included energy and MFCC features. F0 (pitch) features also appeared in
the male/chinese Openness, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism models; male/english Open-
ness and Conscientiousness models; female/chinese Openness and Extraversion models; and
female/english Neuroticism model.
Table 6.5 shows the LIWC features (Pennebaker et al. (2015)) that were included in
each model (only the first four are listed in cases where more were included). These give
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a qualitative impression of the differences in how personality is expressed in language for
each group. Some commonalities include the presence of the “ingest” category (e.g. “dish”,
“eat”, “pizza”) for the male English and Chinese models; “inhib” (e.g. “block”, “constrain”,
“stop”) for both male Conscientiousness models; “certain” (“always”, “never”) for both
Chinese Conscientiousness models; “you” for three of the female English models. Note that
this does not indicate that the use of these word categories more prevalent for that group,
but that it is more indicative of personality.
6.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In this chapter, we discuss two approaches for dealing with data heterogeneity, along two
dimensions of heterogeneity, for five orthogonal personality traits. From our comparisons
between each approach, we can conclude the following:
1. Performance on this task can be improved by mitigating the heterogeneity of the train-
ing data.
2. Partitioning the data into homogeneous models works better for this purpose than
normalization.
3. Partitioning with respect to both gender and L1 works better than partitioning along
just one dimension.
More specific trends that we observe, which we present as hypotheses to be verified on
other datasets rather than concrete conclusions, include:
1. Openness is better predicted with a full heterogeneous dataset than with reduced
homogeneous models.
2. Conversely, Conscientiousness is best predicted with homogeneous models.
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3. The personality of female native speakers of SAE is predicted better with homogeneous
models.





In previous chapter, we showed that the performance of a model can be impacted by gender
and language. From these empirical results, we can hypothesize that both gender and L1
play an important role in the task of personality recognition.
In this chapter, we propose and evaluate three approaches to injecting demographic
information into a neural network model: 1) feed gold-standard gender and language labels
into the network along with other features, 2) train gender and language model, then feed
the predicted label to DNN model, 3) use multi-task learning for gender, language and
personality with shared hidden layer. The detail of each structure will be described in
Section 7.3.
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In this experiment, we prepare CXD data exact same as Chapter 5. In total, there are 29175
turn-level instances. The average duration of each instance is 9.03s, though there are quite
a few outliers. During training and testing, all turns from a single speaker were contained
within a single fold. Table 5.3 shows the distribution of personality labels in each trait after
splitting NEO-FFI scores at the median, and Table 7.1 shows the distribution of gender and
language labels.
7.3 Methodology
In this section, we present the feature sets, gender and language embedding deep learning
structures in detail.
7.3.1 Features
For our experiments, we use the feature sets described in Chapter 4 and 5: acoustic-prosodic
low-level descriptor features (LLD); word category features from LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count) (Pennebaker et al. (2001)); and word scores for pleasantness, activation and
imagery from the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell et al. (1986)). We also
use the Gensim library (Řeh̊uřek and Sojka (2010)) to extract two sets of word embedding
features (WE) using Google’s pre-trained skip-gram vectors (Mikolov et al. (2013)) and
Stanford’s pre-trained GloVe vectors (Pennington et al. (2014))
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7.3.2 Machine Learning
Recently, there was huge success on deep learning algorithm in many field including person-
ality recognition task (Majumder et al. (2017); Tandera et al. (2017); Siddique and Fung
(2017)). Motivated by Chapter 6, we hypothesize that language and gender can improve
personality recognition. Therefore, we incorporate gender and language information into
personality classifier using deep learning algorithm.
We evaluate three different ways to incorporate gender and language information into
the personality classifier: 1) combine gold-standard gender and language labels with other
feature feed into DNN model, 2) train gender and language model, then feed the predicted
label to DNN model, 3) use multi-task learning for gender, language and personality with
shared hidden layer.
Gold-Standard Gender and Language Label as Feature
Our basic DNN model is a multilayer perceptron (MLP) (Gardner and Dorling (1998)), a
simple feed-forward network using the sigmoid activation function. We use two different
approaches to combine the gold-standard gender and language labels to other feature sets.
First, we try an early-fusion approach, concatenating gender and language labels with
all other feature sets into a single input feature vector (Figure 7.1). The network has nine
fully-connected layers with 4096 neurons per layer.
Second, we try late fusion, concatenating gender and language labels to the output of
last hidden layer which is 128 neurons, fed forward to an output layer with five neurons,
one for each trait (Figure 7.2). This approach balances the influence of gender and language
information and other feature sets so that a large but possibly less informative feature set
does not overwhelm the gender and language information.
Tuning the learning rate improved the performance, and the final model used α = 0.001
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Figure 7.1: Diagram of early fusion MLP model.
with 100 epochs. Adam optimizer was used during training, and we used mean squared error
as the loss function. During training, we add batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy (2015))
and a dropout layer (Srivastava et al. (2014)) with 0.5 probability to each hidden layer.
Gender and Language Prediction as Feature
In the model described above, we use the ground-truth gender and language information as
features to help predict personality. We additionally experiment with training gender and
language classifiers, then feeding the predicted gender and language label to the personality
classifier (Figure 7.3). Networks with five fully-connected layers of 2048 neurons in each layer
were used for predicting gender and language, and we experimented with both shared and
independent layers. After obtaining the gender and language predictions, we incorporated
them into the personality classifier using late fusion as described above.
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Figure 7.2: Diagram of late fusion MLP model.
Multi-task learning
The motivation behind multi-task learning — using a single classifier to predict two or more
labels — is that robustness and accuracy may be improved by giving the classifier more
than one task, since the tasks can influence each other through a shared representation. We
implement two approaches for multi-task learning with shared layers for language, gender
and personality.
For the first approach, we add two output nodes for gender and language to the last fully
connected output layer with the sigmoid activation function (Figure 7.4). The output layer,
which previously had five nodes for predicting personality, now has two additional nodes,
each of which predicts the probability of the gender and language.
For our second approach, instead of training a single classifier to predict gender, lan-
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Figure 7.3: Diagram of Independent Gender and Language prediction to MLP model.
guage and personality, we first predict gender and language labels, then feed them into the
personality classifier. The model structure is presented in Figure 7.5.
7.4 Results
Table 7.2: Personality Recognition Result
Model O C E A N Avg
MLP .56 .53 .59 .64 .58 .58
Early Fusion MLP .58 .56 .55 .66 .59 .59
Late Fusion MLP .58 .62 .62 .64 .59 .61
Independent MLP .57 .61 .60 .63 .58 .60
Multi-Task .61 .68 .58 .67 .68 .64
Late Fusion MTL .61 .67 .62 .65 .68 .65
Table 7.2 shows the result of various deep learning model for personality recognition using
gender and language information. We first evaluate the basic deep learning structure without
feeding any gender and language information, and the resulting accuracy is approximately
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Figure 7.4: Diagram of Multi-Task Learning MLP model.
0.58. The baseline model used simple MLP with 9 hidden layers with 4096 neurons in
each layer. We then train both early fusion and late fusion models by feeding gender and
language labels as features, improving accuracy to 0.59 and 0.61, respectively. Predicted (as
opposed to ground-truth) gender and L1 labels yield similar performance with an average
accuracy of 0.60. Finally, we train a multi-task learning model to predict gender, language
and personality with shared hidden layer, which yields the best result as 0.65, although the
gender and language classification accuracies are imperfect (92% and 84% respectively).
7.5 Discussion and Conclusion
From the result of Table 7.2, first we can observe that adding language and gender infor-
mation can generally improve the personality recognition result. Second, the late fusion
model outperforms the early fusion model since gender and language information can make
the biggest impact in late fusion. Therefore, we used the late fusion configuration for the
rest of the models. Third, feeding language and gender prediction is not performing better
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Figure 7.5: Diagram of Multi-Task Learning MLP model with gender and language prediction
as late feature.
than using gold-standard label. Forth, multi-task learning with shared layer is perform-
ing best among various model. Fifth, adding additional layer to multi-task learning model
for combining gender and language to predict personality is performing better than general
multi-task learning model. Therefore, we can conclude gender and language information
generally can help personality recognition, and multi-task learning model is best performing





Deception Detection With Personality
Recognition
8.1 Introduction
Automatic deception detection is an important goal for many researchers, from psychologists
and computational linguists to practitioners in law enforcement, military, and intelligence
agencies. Despite many attempts to develop automated deception detection technologies,
there have been few objective successes. Researchers have explored the use of several modali-
ties for deception detection. Perhaps most typically, biometric indicators are measured by the
polygraph. In addition, facial expressions (Ekman (2009)), gestures and posture (Meservy
et al. (2005)), brain imaging (Langleben et al. (2005)), and linguistic information have all
been explored as indicators of deception. Many of these features (e.g. facial expressions, ges-
tures) are expensive to automatically capture, and some (e.g. brain imaging) are too invasive
to be practical for general use. Language cues have the advantage of being inexpensive and
easy to collect. More importantly, prior research examining linguistic cues to deception has
been promising. Such cues include speech-based and text-based features.
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In this chapter, we present a deception classifier that incorporates a personality recogni-
tion task to improve performance by helping account for individual variability. Based on the
model reporting highest deception detection performance on this corpus so far (Mendels et al.
(2017)), we extract acoustic-prosodic and lexical features from the Columbia X-Cultural De-
ception Corpus (CXD) (Levitan et al. (2015)), and experiment with two deep architectures
for deception detection. We fuse a personality classification task with a deception classifier
and evaluate various ways to combine the two tasks, either as a single network with shared
layers, or by feeding personality labels into the deception classifier. We show that including
personality recognition improves the performance of deception detection on the CXD cor-
pus, achieving new state-of-the-art results on classification of phrase-like units in this corpus
and demonstrating the capacity for personality information and multi-task learning to boost
deception detection.
8.2 Data Preparation
In this experiment, the speech was segmented in two different ways: turn and IPU. An IPU
is defined as speech from a single speaker separated by at least 50 ms silence, and a turn is
defined as speech from a single speaker separated by at least 500 ms silence. Segments were
eliminated if their duration is less than 0.05 seconds, resulting in average durations of 1.31
and 4.24 seconds for IPUs and turns, respectively. Finally, there are 79,632 and 30,368 IPU
and turn level segments respectively, totaling 110,000 instances. Including instances from
both levels of segmentation significantly increased the training size.
In addition to the high-level truth labels provided by the framework of the task, granular
truth labels were reported by the participants as they spoke. While answering the biographi-
cal questions, each interviewee pressed the T or F key on a keyboard, labeling each utterance
spoken as true or false. For example, in the middle of a deceptive statement about where
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they were born, a subject could include the truthful statement that their birthday was on
a certain date. Similarly, truthful or further deceptive information could be included in the
subject’s responses to the interviewer’s follow-up questions.
The keystrokes indicating granular truth labels were applied to speech segments according
to the following alignment rule (Mendels et al. (2017)): a T or F label was assigned to a speech
segment if a consistent label was retrieved (the interviewee pressed the corresponding key on
the keyboard) between the start and end time of that segment, and eliminated otherwise.
Table 8.1: Segmentation Summary
Duration Avg (s) Min (s) Max (s)
IPU 1.31 0.05 21.76
Turn 4.24 0.06 115.41
Total 2.12 0.05 115.41
# Words Avg (w) Min (w) Max (w)
IPU 4 1 47
Turn 11 1 387
Total 6 1 387
8.3 Methodology
8.3.1 Feature Analysis
For our experiments, we use the feature sets described in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5: acoustic-
prosodic low-level descriptor features (LLD); word category features from LIWC (Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count) (Pennebaker et al. (2001)); word scores for pleasantness, activation
and imagery from the Dictionary of Affect in Language (DAL) (Whissell et al. (1986)); and
word embedding features (WE) (Mikolov et al. (2013); Pennington et al. (2014)). The
feature sets used here represent information from both the acoustic and lexical signals, in
addition to the higher-level psycholinguistic information represented by the LIWC and DAL
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features.
8.3.2 Deception Models
Following Mendels et al. (2017), we train three different models to predict deception: (1) a
multilayer perceptron (MLP) trained using LIWC, DAL, LLD, and pretrained word embed-
dings, (2) a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) classifier using Stanford’s pretrained GloVe
vectors, and (3) a hybrid of the first two models. These models provide a baseline decep-
tion detection accuracy which we attempt to improve upon using personality prediction in
Sections 8.3.3.
Multilayer perceptron
The multilayer perceptron (MLP) Gardner and Dorling (1998) is a simple feed-forward net-
work using the sigmoid activation function. Our model has five fully-connected layers in a
bottleneck configuration: (2048, 1024, 512, 1024, 2048) neurons per layer. The output layer
consists of a single output neuron that uses the sigmoid function to calculate the probability
of deception. During training, we add batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy (2015)) and a
dropout layer (Srivastava et al. (2014)) with 0.5 probability to each hidden layer.
Word Embedding and LSTM
We additionally experiment with feeding an instance’s word embeddings into an LSTM (Long
Short Term Memory) layer, well known for capturing sequential information (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber (1997); Xian and Tian (2017)), to learn an instance-level representation.
For this model, which uses only the word embedding features as input, we also update the
off-the-shelf word embeddings used in the MLP to better represent our data. We initialized
a 300-dimensional word embedding layer with the Stanford off-the-shelf GloVe embeddings.
We then trained the new model on our data, updating those initial weights. Since our corpus
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is relatively small, this takes advantage of the enormous corpora that were used to train the
off-the-shelf embeddings, and adapts them to our data.
After training the word embedding layer, we feed 300-dimensional word embeddings one
at a time to the LSTM layer to get instance-level representations. We set the maximum
word length of each instance to 60, and zero padding is used if the sentence length is less
than 60 words. The LSTM layer’s output, which represents the instance’s lexical content, is
a 256-dimensional vector.
A sigmoid function is then applied to the instance representation, outputting a probability
estimation of the instance’s deceptive status.
Hybrid Model
A third model combines the previous two models by taking the output of the last hidden
layer in the MLP model and concatenating it with the 256-dimensional output of the LSTM.
The output of the concatenated layer is fed forward to a single output node that uses the
sigmoid activation to predict the probability of deception.
8.3.3 Personality Recognition for Deception Detection
Motivated by Enos et al. (2006, 2007), we hypothesize that personality can improve deception
detection. Therefore, we incorporate personality information into the deception detection
models described in Section 8.3.2.
We evaluate two different ways to incorporate personality information into the decep-
tion classifier: (1) using multi-task learning to jointly predict both speaker personality and
instance deception, and (2) feeding personality labels into the deception classifier’s output
layer.
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Multi-task learning
The motivation behind multi-task learning — using a single classifier to predict two or more
labels — is that robustness and accuracy may be improved by giving the classifier more than
one task, since the tasks can influence each other through a shared representation.
For the multi-task MLP model, we add an output node for each personality trait to the
last fully connected output layer with the sigmoid activation function (Figure 8.1). The out-
put layer, which previously had a single node for predicting deception, now has an additional
five nodes, each of which predicts the probability that the instance speaker scored “high” on
the corresponding Big Five personality trait. The output layers are similarly augmented for
the LSTM and hybrid models.
In another variant of a multi-task learning model, the last hidden layer of the classifier
feeds forward into five output sigmoid nodes that predict the Big Five personality traits. The
output of the five personality classification nodes – five floating point numbers representing
the probability of the speaker scoring “high” on each of the Big Five personality traits
– are then concatenated back with the output hidden layer that preceded them, and the
concatenation is fed forward to an output node for deception. Figure 8.2 shows how this
looks in the MLP.
Personality as a late feature
For our second approach, instead of training a single classifier to predict both deception and
personality, we feed personality labels into the deception classifier. The motivation is that
the personality labels can act as features to inform the deception prediction. To reduce the
chance that the impact of the personality features will be swallowed by the numerous other
features, we introduce them to the classifier at a late stage, after the five hidden layers.
This approach is the equivalent of Figure 8.2, without the links between the fully-connected
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Figure 8.1: Diagram of multi-task learning MLP model (variant i).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
layer and the personality nodes. That is, instead of the personality labels being predicted
by the preceding layers, and influencing the weights of those layers through cross-entropy
minimization, they are provided by an oracle: the gold standard labels self-reported by the
speakers.
In a real-world system, these labels would be output by a separate or integrated per-
sonality classifier operating over the speech input. Since the model using the gold-standard
labels gives an upper bound on how well such a model could perform, and its performance
is exceeded by the multi-task models (Section 8.4), we do not further explore the potential
of a model using personality labels predicted with various levels of accuracy.
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Figure 8.2: Diagram of multi-task learning MLP model (variant ii).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
8.4 Results
In this section, we present various experimental results for deception detection with and
without personality information. Table 8.2 shows the result of the deception-only models,
Tables 8.3 and 8.4 show the results of the two multi-task models, and Table 8.5 shows the
results of the model that includes personality labels as late features.
All models were trained using the Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba (2014)) with learning
rate 0.001, decreasing at a rate of 50% for 100 epochs. Our data was split into train,
validation and test sets of 83,600, 4,400, and 22,000 samples respectively. Since the classes
(deceptive/nondeceptive) are unbalanced, we weighted each class based on the training set.
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All models were implemented using Keras (Chollet et al. (2015)).
Table 8.2: Deception detection without personality
Model Precision Recall F1
MLP 68.08 67.95 68.01
LSTM 65.64 66.08 65.78
Hybrid 69.43 69.46 69.45
Table 8.3: Multi-task learning: variant (i)
Model Precision Recall F1
MLP 74.33 74.51 74.39
LSTM 64.61 65.56 64.40
Hybrid 69.42 69.67 69.51
Table 8.4: Multi-task learning: variant (ii)
Model Precision Recall F1
MLP 74.37 74.67 74.38
LSTM 66.13 67.03 65.89
Hybrid 72.58 72.98 72.70
Table 8.5: Deception detection using gold-standard personality as a late feature
Model Precision Recall F1
MLP 70.08 70.00 70.04
LSTM 65.09 65.74 65.22
As shown in Table 8.2, the best performance for deception detection without personality
information is an F1 of 0.69, achieved by the MLP-LSTM hybrid model. This result can not
be directly compared to the highest performance reported on this corpus so far, 0.64 (Mendels
et al. (2017)), since that work predicted deception only at the level of IPUs, which are shorter
and contain less information, and did not augment the training data with instances at the
turn level. However, we can assume that our baseline deception-only model, which is based
on the models presented in Mendels et al. (2017), achieves state-of-the-art level performance.
Tables 8.3 and 8.4 show the results of two variants of multi-task learning. Both variants
improve the performance of the deception-only MLP by over 6% absolute, from 68% to 74%.
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Neither variant improves the LSTM (variant (i) slightly degrades it), and only variant (ii)
improves the hybrid model by 3% absolute. Overall, both variants incorporating recognition
of each of the five personality factors as additional tasks improve the best deception detection
performance by almost 5% absolute. Variant (ii), which feeds the output of the embedded
personality classifier to the deception output layer, may be more useful and robust, since
it does improve the hybrid model performance, though the MLP still performs best. In
addition, we observed that personality classification accuracies are 62.6%, 52.7%, 58.1%,
59.1%, 57.7%, respectively to big five traits, and 58% on average from multi-task MLP
variant (ii) structure.
We hypothesize that the difference between the MLP and LSTM models can be explained
by the fact that the MLP has input from multiple feature sets. During training, the per-
sonality information – whether included as input or as output – can be used to adjust the
weight matrix in the hidden layers to assign more weight to the features that are meaningful
with respect to personality, performing a psychologically-informed form of feature selection
that improves the deception detection performance. The LSTM model, on the other hand,
uses sequential information from the instances’ lexical content, and the concept of feature se-
lection is less well-defined. Another possible explanation is that the personality information
can interact meaningfully with the features from the acoustic and/or psycholinguistic signal,
but are less informative with respect to the features from the instances’ lexical content which
are the only input to the LSTM.
Table 8.5 shows that including gold-standard personality labels does improve the perfor-
mance of the deception classification in the MLP, from 0.68 to 0.70. However, this model
is outperformed by both the multi-task learning models. This result is surprising, since the
personality labels used in this model are the true ones reported by the instance speakers,
while the personality information in the other models is predicted – perhaps inaccurately –
from the instance features (a similar model predicting personality in this corpus reported
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an average of 60% accuracy (Chapter 7)). This suggests that personality classification can
assist the task of deception detection not only through the additional information of the
speaker personality traits – captured by the 2% absolute improvement of this model – but
also through the multi-task learning approach of influencing the shared layers towards more
a useful and robust representation. An intriguing question for future work is whether this
contribution is unique to personality classification, or whether a similar or added gain can
be achieved by including additional classification tasks, as we showed for the personality
classification task in Chapter 7.
8.4.1 Gender, Language and Personality to Deception Model
Motivated by finding of Chapter 7, we proposed a structure incorporating gender and lan-
guage to the multi-task learning deception model. First, we add two output nodes for gender
and language to the last fully connected output layer with the sigmoid activation function.
Then, the gender and language prediction were used to predict personality and deception
using late fusion technique. The detail of the structure was presented in Figure 8.7. The
model of using gender and language does improve the performance of deception classification
in the MLP, from 74.38% to 75.15%.
8.5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this experiment, we present several approaches to combining the tasks of personality classi-
fication and deception detection. We compared the performance of MLP, LSTM, and hybrid
models with multi-task learning and personality features. We found that both approaches
to incorporating personality information into a deep deception classification model improved
deception detection, adding to previous research indicating that deception detection can be
improved by mitigating interpersonal differences. Multi-task learning performed better for
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deception detection than including personality features, though variant (ii), which includes
personality recognition as both a task and a feature set, performed best of all, suggesting a
promising direction for improving deception detection.
Regarding individual model performance, we found that the MLP structure performed
best in combination with multi-task learning, achieving the highest overall performance.
Within-model performance improves by as much as 6% absolute when personality is added
as an task, and the best model with personality (the multi-task MLP) performs 4% better
than the best model without personality (the hybrid MLP-LSTM model).
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Figure 8.3: Diagram of multi-task learning LSTM model (variant i).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
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Figure 8.4: Diagram of multi-task learning LSTM model (variant ii).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
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Figure 8.5: Diagram of multi-task learning Hybrid model (variant i).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
Figure 8.6: Diagram of multi-task learning Hybrid model (variant ii).
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism.
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Figure 8.7: Diagram of multi-task learning MLP model with gender, language and personality
info.
The nodes labeled O, C, E, A, and N refer to the Big Five personality traits: Openness,






This thesis is aimed mainly at personality recognition motivated by deception detection
purpose. We presented a series of analyses and experiments for personality/deception de-
tection. Current approaches for detecting personality/deception build upon the experiment
of computer scientist based on the psychological theory of personality/deception, and there
are some findings and successful detections of personality/deception.
In Part I, we first described the motivations and previous work, then introduced a new
corpus for our experiment, the CXD corpus.
In Part II, we undertook a variety of analysis and machine learning experiments using
features novel to the personality recognition domain. We also compared the difference be-
tween traditional machine learning algorithm to deep learning algorithm, and showed that
deep learning algorithm can achieve the start-of-art performance for personality recognition
task in the CXD corpus.
In Part III, we undertook a variety of gender and language dependent analyses and
experiments to the personality recognition domain. We showed evidence of gender and
language differences for personality recognition, and demonstrated that multi-task learning
using deep learning algorithm can improve personality recognition performance.
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In Part IV, we build a deception detection system using a variety of feature analyses
and classification experiments with personality information. We showed that incorporating
personality recognition classifier into deception detection model can improve the state-of-art
result to another level.
In Part V, we conclude and discuss future research directions.
9.1 Summary of Work
9.1.1 Features
In this study, we described mainly two classes of features for corpus-wide analyses for per-
sonality and deception tasks: lexical and acoustic-prosodic features. For lexical analyses, we
used four types of feature sets: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count features (LIWC), Dictio-
nary of Affect features (DAL), Part-of-speech counts features (POS), and Word Embedding
features (WE). For acoustic-prosodic analyses, we used two types of feature sets: Low-Level
Descriptor features (LLD) and Fundamental Frequency Variation features (FFV).
9.1.2 Machine Learning
We completed a variety of machine learning experiments. First of all, to classify person-
ality from speech using self-reported personality inventories, we explored three approaches:
classification of high/medium/low personality score categories, regression against continuous
personality scores, and classification of personality score clusters.
Regression
Our first model attempted to predict continuous personality scores using regression. We
find that different feature sets perform differently on the different personality traits. We
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use the Spearman correlation to compare the results from different set of features, since the
self-reported personality scores are not evenly distributed. We found that the LLD feature
set performs best on Conscientiousness; the FFV feature set performs best on Openness
to Experience; the LIWC feature set rates highest on Agreeableness; the DAL feature set
achieved the highest performance on Extraversion; and a combination of four feature sets
performs best on Neuroticism.
Three class Classification
For a three-class classification of personality score categories based on population means,
we run two sets of experiments. For the first set of experiments, we showed that the LLD
feature set performs best on Openness and Neuroticism; a combination of LLD and FFV
performs best on Conscientiousness; a combination of FFV, LLD and DAL achieve the
highest performance on Extraversion; and a combination of the LIWC and FFV features
performs best on Agreeableness. For the second classification experiment, we find that the
performance improves over baseline for every trait by at least 6.4% and at most 19.2% when
adding the ground truth label of HI, ME, LOW to the lexical and acoustic-prosodic features.
The LIWC features combined with the trait labels performs best on Openness; the FFV
feature set combine with the trait label performs best on Extraversion; a combination of
LLD and FFV features with the trait label rates highest on Neuroticism; a combination of
LIWC and FFV features with trait labels reaches highest performance on Agreeableness; and
a combination of LLD and DAL features with trait label performs best on Conscientiousness.
Clustering
Finally, instead of trying to predict individual traits in isolation, here we view them together
as comprising a single whole personality. Because of sparsity, we cannot consider every
possible combination of high, medium and low for each of the five traits. Instead, we treat
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each combination in our data as a single instance and cluster them using k-means, and treat
each cluster id as representative of a personality configuration. This idea may be useful
as a feature in downstream tasks for which individual personality trait features have been
shown to be helpful, since it models an integrated view of the personality that is closer to
how it functions in the real world. (High agreeableness, for example, is different for a high-
extroversion personality than for a low-extroversion personality.) The prediction of the five
clusters improves over the baseline approximately 5-7% for different feature sets. The best
performing feature set is a combination of LIWC and FFV features, and it improves over
the baseline by 7.9%.
Deep Learning
We experimented with a standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) as well as a model that uses
an LSTM (long short term memory) layer to encode each instance’s word vectors for the
personality prediction. For the standard MLP approach, we further experiment with methods
for combining feature sets of different sizes and modalities. We compared two network
structures, MLP and WE-LSTM, and showed that a network based on the combination of
the two performs best on the myPersonality corpus. The MLP, in contrast, generalizes better
across corpora, and also performs better on the CXD corpus, which contains many out-of-
vocabulary words from the speakers for whom English is a second language. This points to
the promise of acoustic-prosodic features, which are more robust with respect to language,
and have not previously been used with a deep neural network to predict personality. Finally,
we show that early- and late-fusion MLP models achieve comparable performance, though
the late-fusion MLP performs better for Openness and Neuroticism in CXD.
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9.1.3 Group Dependent Personality Analysis/Recognition
We experimented with two different methods for accounting for this variation: homogeniza-
tion (partitioning the training data into homogeneous models) and normalization. Homog-
enization ensures that we trained and test on data of the same kind, with the disadvantage
of less training data per model. Normalization accounts for differential vocal characteristics
and uses of language, while allowing for the use of the entire dataset, but does not handle
differential expressions of personality. We compared the two approaches for each personality
trait and gender/L1 group and show that partitioning the data into homogeneous models
improves performance in most cases. In addition, we inspected the models for a qualitative
sense of which features are informative regarding each personality trait for each group.
Then we compared difference approaches about to inject demographic information in a
neural network model to improve performance. We used three different ways to incorporate
demographic information into the personality classifier: 1) combine gender and language
with other feature feed into DNN model, 2) train gender and language model, then feed the
predicted label to DNN model, 3) use multi-task learning for gender, language and person-
ality with shared hidden layer. We first evaluated the basic deep learning structure without
feeding any gender and language information, and the resulting accuracy was approximately
0.58. We then trained both early fusion and late fusion models by feeding gender and lan-
guage labels as features, improving accuracy to 0.59 and 0.61, respectively. Predicted (as
opposed to ground-truth) gender and L1 labels yielded similar performance with an average
accuracy of 0.60. Finally, we trained a multi-task learning model to predict gender, language
and personality with shared hidden layer, which yields the best result as 0.65, although the
gender and language classification accuracies were imperfect (92% and 84% respectively).
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9.1.4 Deception Detection With Personality Recognition
We presented a language-based system for automatic deception detection. We fused a per-
sonality classification task with a deception classifier and evaluate various ways to combine
the two tasks, either as a single network with shared layers, or by feeding personality labels
into the deception classifier. We compared the performance of MLP, LSTM, and hybrid
models with multi-task learning and personality features. We found that both approaches
to incorporating personality information into a deep deception classification model improved
deception detection, adding to previous research indicating that deception detection can be
improved by mitigating interpersonal differences. Multi-task learning performed better for
deception detection than including personality features, suggesting a promising direction for
improving deception detection. We showed that including personality recognition improves
the performance of deception detection on the CXD corpus, achieving new state-of-the-art
results on classification of phrase-like units in this corpus and demonstrating the capacity
for personality information and multi-task learning to boost deception detection.
9.2 Contribution
In this research, there will be five main contributions:
1. We trained standard machine learning models to predict self-reported personality
scores, then compared the performance of various feature sets.
2. We built the first model that combines lexical and acoustic features in a deep neural
network for personality recognition, and evaluated different architectures for combining
modalities.
3. We showed that intergroup variability harms recognition performance and compare the
utility of common strategies for mitigating it.
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4. We demonstrated that including gender and native language prediction improves per-
formance of personality recognition.
5. We finally showed that incorporating personality recognition into a deception classifier
improves performance.
9.3 Future Work
As we noted in the introduction to this dissertation, our work here focused primarily on
personality recognition, although Chapter 8 took up the deception detection. In addition to
current work, there are ideas which I did not have the opportunity to explore.
Except as noted, we did not take advantage of any cultural information that may exist
in the data, such as the difference between Chinese culture to US culture. It is reasonable
to believe that there is some useful information.
We found the multi-task learning working effectively for personality recognition and de-
ception detection. Therefore, we also see the potential of extending multi-task learning to
other related task, such as adding gender, language and personality classifiers to a sentiment
classifier. We also see the potential of extending our framework to various analysis problems
by embedding more paralinguistic and affective classifiers.
Finally, we will explore the fusion of these findings with more sophisticated machine
learning models, including late-fusion techniques for combining the various feature sets and
multi-task learning for modeling the prediction of the five personality traits together, and
evaluate whether the gains achieved here are orthogonal to other methods for improving
performance.
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